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1. Introduction 
 
The European Union Contest for Young Scientists, an initiative of the European 
Commission, was set up in 1989 to promote the ideals of cooperation and interchange 
between young scientists. The Contest is the annual showcase of the best of European 
student scientific achievement, and as such attracts widespread media interest. The EU 
Contest gives students the opportunity to compete with the best of their contemporaries 
at European level. The young scientists also have the chance to meet others with similar 
abilities and interests, and to be guided by some of the most prominent scientists in 
Europe.  

 
The 25th EUCYS was organised from 20th to 25th September 2013 at the historical Prague-
Holešovice exhibition grounds. The Host Organiser was the Academy of Sciences of the 
Czech Republic, through its Centre of Administration and Operations, and in 
collaboration with the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic.  
 
This was the first time in the history of the contest that it had been hosted in the Czech 
Republic. The event was endorsed by Máire Geoghegan-Quinn, European Commissioner 
for Research, Innovation and Science, Miloš Zeman, President of the Czech Republic, 
Milan Štěch, President of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, Miroslava 
Němcova, President of the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, 
Tomáš Hudeček, Mayor of Prague. Sponsors of the event further included Czech Tourism, 
Czech Invest, Siemens, Coca Cola, the venue Incheba Expo Praha, and media partners 
Cesky Rozhlas and Ceska Televize.  
 
The 25th Contest welcomed 124 contestants to Prague, from 37 countries and the 
European Schools. The total number of participants in the contest was far higher, 
including Escorts, Jury members, VIP guests, accompanying persons, exhibitors and over 
3000 visitors from the general public (including primary and secondary school class 
visits).  
 
83 projects competed to win the prestigious EUCYS prizes, covering a wide range of 
topics from Biology, Chemistry, Computing, Engineering, Environmental Science, 
Mathematics, Medicine, Physics and Social Sciences. Each project team submitted 
written descriptions of their research as well as participating in three days of face-to-face 
interviews in Prague with the Jury members.  
 

Prizes were awarded to 31 projects, presented by 44 contestants from 20 countries (and 
the European Schools).  
 
For EUCYS 2013 the organisers particularly focused on:  

 celebrating the contest’s 25th anniversary 
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 encouraging the young scientists to pursue their interest in science and embrace
scientific careers;

 fostering the interest of young scientists for research in the leading European
groups and institutes, such as the EPO, EIROforum partner institutions, Joint
Research Centre, EuCheMS;

 deepening cooperation with partner research institutions in the Czech Republic
through the public interactive exhibition zone

 broad and intensive communication with the general public, promoting the
contest exhibition and public zone activities to ensure that the contestants’
projects are visible to the wider public.

2. Work plan for the project – Work Packages and Deliverables
The organisation of the EUCYS 2013 project was managed by the Centre of 
Administration and Operations of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, in 
collaboration with carefully selected external partners where necessary for the smooth 
and high quality of provision. Such external contractors were selected on the basis of a 
selection involving at least five entrants and judged on the basis of quality and price.  

The management and organization of the Contest was structured in work packages 
covering the different areas of work. This report follows this structure, explaining how 
the project was managed within each area of work. The explicit outcomes of the work 
packages, known as Deliverables, as defined in the Grant Agreement, have been 
separately submitted to the European Commission and are also referred to within this 
document.  
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2.1 Work Package 1 (WP1) – Management & Organisation  

 

Type of activity MGT 

Start month 1 

End month 12 

Objectives  Plan and carry out the work needed for organising the Contest in 
accordance with the Guidelines issued by the European 
Commission.  

 Management of the project, preparation of the venue, website, 
final reporting.  

 

The management and organization work of the project began in Autumn 2012, and the 

project was officially begun on February 1st, 2013. From this time on, the Host Organiser 

team of 13 staff (see Deliverable 1.1 - Implementation team and organizing office of EUCYS 

2013) worked on development of the overall structures of the project, including securing a 

venue for the contest, the logo and visual style for the Contest communications, the 

communication and dissemination plan, the Contest website, the preparation and 

implementation of the online registration of participants, arrangements for accommodation, 

catering and local transport, arrangements for international transport for participants, and 

not least the development of the accompanying programme and associated activities. This 

present report constitutes Deliverable 1.2 – Management and Organisation of the Project.  

 

The Host Organiser team was monitored and overseen in all its work by the Chief Manager, 

Dr Katerina Sobotkova, and by the EUCYS 2013 Steering Committee, composed of 9 

members of senior management from the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, its 

Centre of Administration and Operations, and the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of 

the Czech Republic, which was formed in January 2013. This committee met every 14-21 

days throughout the period of the project.  

 

The Host Organiser team was also in close contact throughout the organisational process 

with three contact staff from the European Commission: Karen Slavin, Nathalie Perault and 

Vera Fehnle, who ensured that all organisational work was in line with the guidelines and 

recommendations of the European Commission, and followed best practice from previous 

years of the Contest.  
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The EUCYS protocol was developed and the project budget, as set in the Grant Agreement, 

was managed by Chief Manager Dr Katerina Sobotkova together with two Financial 

Managers from the Host Organiser team and with the supervision of the Steering 

Committee.  

 

Major sponsors for EUCYS 2013 were secured during a continuous process of negotiations 

running from January to August 2013. Due to the comparatively late allocation of the project 

to the Host Organiser, securing sponsorship was a major challenge for the management and 

organisation of the project, as the budget period was too short to be practical for many 

potential sponsors.  

 

A supporting software package was purchased from the previous Host Organiser and 

adapted to the needs of EUCYS 2013 during March and April 2013. This system permitted 

online registration of participants, management of registration details, and organisation of 

the judging process through online grading accounts for jury members.  

 

A call for graphic designers to create the visual style (corporate identity) for EUCYS 2013 was 

launched in March 2013, and after consideration of the different offers received, the graphic 

design team Magic Hole was appointed to produce all visual designs for the project. For 

detail of the visual style please see Deliverable 1.3 – Manual for Corporate Identity.  

 

The Website for EUCYS 2013 was constructed by the in-house IT team at the Academy of 

Sciences of the Czech Republic, using graphic materials from the visual style, as produced by 

Magic Hole graphics. The Website was built and tested in March, and launched publicly in 

April 2013. It provided information about the dates of the contest, the venue, the 

regulations of the contest and requirements for participating projects, general information 

about the Host Organiser, Prague and the Czech Republic, links to further information on the 

European Commission website, practical points and contact information. For detailed 

information on the appearance, content and functionality of the website please see 

Deliverable 1.4 – Launch of the EUCYS 2013 website.  

 

Online registration for participants, including Contestants, National Organisers and Escorts, 

and Accompanying Persons (visitors, family members) was launched on 2 May 2013, with 

deadline 4 June for Contestants and NO/Escorts. Accompanying Person registrations were 

accepted until the end of July. All registered projects and contestants were reviewed and 

approved by supervisory staff at the European Commission in order to ensure their full 

eligibility for participation in the contest.  
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Following approval, all participants were informed of their successful registration and the 

process of reserving flight tickets for international contestants and their National Organisers 

or Escorts was begun. All flight tickets were chosen based on timing, convenience and price, 

and were agreed with the teams prior to reservation by a member of the Host Organiser 

team. The tickets were subsequently reserved via a contracted travel agent. All bookings for 

project teams were completed by July 24th.  

 

During the months April to September, the central logistics of the project were developed 

and finalised. All contracts and agreements were signed during this period, and final details 

were checked in the first week of September.  

 

From July to September the final Contest materials were produced. The Practical Guide was 

issued to all participants and the Contest Catalogue was prepared, in collaboration with the 

staff at the European Commission and with all other involved parties (exhibitors, sponsors 

and participants).  

 

During September the most intense media campaign took place, to attract members of the 

public to visit the project exhibition and public zone at EUCYS 2013.  

 

The Contest took place from 20 – 25th September 2013. In total the participants in EUCYS 

2013 were:  

 

Contestants (students) 124* 

National Organisers and Escorts 38 

International Journalists 10 

National Journalists 5 

Past Winners 2 

Jury Members 18 

VIP and other Guests 51* 

Accompanying Persons (registered visitors) 105 

Public (non-registered visitors) 3000 

Student Helpers 20 

Host Organising Team 13 

EC + AV team 17* 

Exhibitors 68 

Total 3471* 
*

The numbers given reflect real attendance. 2 contestants, 1 guest and 1 member of the EC were unable to attend the contest at the last 

minute.  
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For full details of the participants at EUCYS 2013 please see Deliverable 6.1 – List of 

Participants. 
 

 

2.2 Work Package 2 (WP2) – Accommodation  

Type of activity SUPP 

Start month 1 

Expected End 
Month 

6 

Actual End 
Month 

8 

Objectives  Providing the accommodation for all EUCYS 2013 participants, 
based on the guidelines for Host Organisers and the requests of 
the participants.  

In January 2013 a number of suitable hotels were pre-reserved, following the identification 
of the  Contest venue and in accordance with the European Commission guidelines. The 
hotels were chosen based on their short distance from the contest venue, easy accessibility 
and suitable rates and quality.  

It was a little complex to find suitable hotels with sufficient capacity for all participants, as 
many of the larger conference hotels in the area had already received bookings from other 
parties further in advance, but in the end 5 suitable hotels were chosen. The final list of 
hotels and their description is found in Deliverable 2.1 - Accommodation.  

In June 2013 following the registration deadline most of the pre-reserved hotel capacity was 
confirmed, with rooms allocated according to the participants’ registration category and 
requirements. Some rooms, especially for Jury members, Journalists and VIPs were 
confirmed later in July, August and September 2013, as their attendance was confirmed. The 
list of hotels and description of their use is found in Deliverable 2.1 - Accommodation. 

Communication between the Host Organising team and the hotels’ management staff, as 
well as between the Hotel staff and EUCYS participants, was smooth both before and during 
the event and any minor problems were solved without difficulty. 

Personal data for the hotels’ purposes were collected from the participants’ registration 

forms and via email and phone communication with the National Organizers and directly 

with other participants and their assistants.  Collecting information from Jury members, 

Journalists and VIPs was more challenging than from other categories of participants, as the 

communication relating to their participation mostly took place during the summer months, 
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when most people were on holiday, but finally all matters were solved without major 

difficulties. Upon arrival, student helpers assisted all contestants and their escorts to check 

in to the hotels, and members of the Host Organising team were on hand to assist all 

participants with arrival procedures where necessary. 

 

2.3 Work Package 3 (WP3) – F&B and Catering  

Type of activity SUPP 

Start month 1 

Expected End 
Month 

6 

Actual End 
Month 

8 

Objectives  Selection of the catering companies for EUCYS 2013 

 Preparation and signature of contracts with the selected catering 
companies 

 Placing orders to the selected subjects 

 Permanent communication and management of the process 

 

In accordance with the European Commission rules and requirements for EUCYS, with the 
preliminary EUCYS 2013 programme, and based on the list of registered participants as 
known in June 2013, a preliminary catering plan and catering budget were prepared. Based 
on this information a public call for tender was issued.  3 companies entered the 
competition for tender. Following an assessment based on the meal quality, price, proposed 
menu and catering service, as detailed in their proposals, Vladimir Svoboda (Maximum Party 
Service) was chosen as the main catering provider for EUCYS 2013.   
 

At the end of August 2013 the final detailed programme for EUCYS 2013 was known and the 

list of participants had been updated with late registrations and guest attendance, so the 

final catering plan could be prepared. 

Vladimir Svoboda (Maximum Party Service) prepared catering for each contest day (except 
Tuesday 24.9.2013) in the Catering Zone in the Left Wing of the Industrial Palace, the main 
Contest venue, including coffee breaks, light snacks, lunches and dinners. The same 
company also provided catering for the Senate Dinner event, and for the refreshments after 
the Award Ceremony in the Bethlehem Chapel. 

Dinner for the Jury on Monday 23rd September was provided by the exclusive catering 
service at Hotel Josef, the venue of their final Jury meeting, for reasons of practicality and 
convenience.  
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Catering for the Farewell Party at SaSaZu was prepared by Stones Catering s.r.o.  -  the 
exclusive catering supplier for SaSaZu.  

Since the Contest Venue was vacated in the evening of Monday 23rd September 2013 and all 
contest events on Tuesday 24th September 2013 took place elsewhere,  lunch and dinner for 
participants on Tuesday were provided by the hotels, and dinner for the Jury was provided 
at Appetit Restaurant.   

 

2.4 Work Package 4 (WP4) – Travelling to the contest and transport 

services 

Type of activity SUPP 

Start month 5 

Expected End 
Month 

7 

Actual End 
Month 

8 

Objectives  Arrangement of the travelling requirements for all the EUCYS 
2013 participants (the local travel arrangements included)  

 

There were five possible flight ticket suppliers (ASIANA, PELIKAN, Čedok a.s., Student 

Agency, Královna letenky); finally Čedok a.s. was chosen to be the provider for EUCYS 2013 

because of their previous contractual record with the Host organizer, excellent service 

provision and best price offer. 

After the registration deadline and registration of most of participants, communication 

between the Host Organising team and registered EUCYS participants began. Members of 

the HO team gathered all necessary travel information, including preferred time, date and 

departure airport, from the EUCYS participants (National Organizers, Escorts, Contestants, 

JURYs, Journalists, VIPs). All detailed personal information needed for booking the flight 

tickets was also verified. After consideration of timings, price, and routing, all participants 

were sent at least two possible flight options, from which they chose that which they 

preferred.   

 

After confirmation of the flight ticket with participants, the preferred flight ticket was 

ordered from the company Čedok a.s., and the tickets were sent to the participants by email 

(in case of electronic flight ticket). In the case of train tickets, paper tickets were dispatched 

to participants by recorded delivery. The Practical Guide was published on the EUCYS 2013 
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website and was sent to all participants. The Practical Guide has also been submitted 

separately to the European Commission together with the project deliverables. 

Five possible local transport suppliers were contacted, and from their offers Prague 

Transport Company was chosen as the provider for group bus transfers, as they offered the 

best price and flexibility, while for individual car transfers the company Hubert HAHN was 

chosen, based on the same criteria. 

All participants were collected at the airport or train station and transferred on buses or by 

car to their Hotel, where student helpers waited for them, to show them their 

accommodation, give them all necessary information on arrival, and accompany them to the 

contest venue.  

Participants who lived in hotels that were more than 10 minutes walking distance from the 

contest venue also received public transport day passes enabling them to travel free of 

charge to the contest venue and back, each day of the contest. This journey took between 5 

and 10 minutes by tram. 

For the events of the Accompanying Programme that were held in venues other than the 

main Contest venue, bus transfers were organised for all participants. For the Senate Dinner 

participants were transferred from Incheba Expo Prague to the Wallenstein Palace, while the 

Jury members were transferred separately directly from their hotel. After the Senate Dinner 

all participants were transferred by bus back to their hotels. On Monday 23rd September 

2013 participants were transferred by bus to the Prague City Centre from Incheba Expo 

Prague, to join the Guided Walking Tour, and after the tour all participants were once again 

transferred by bus back to their hotels. On Tuesday 24th September 2013 all participants 

were transferred directly from their hotels to the Bethlehem Chapel, where the Award 

Ceremony was held, and after Award Ceremony back to their hotels for dinner. After dinner 

all participants were transferred by bus to SaSaZu, where the Farewell Party was held. From 

22:00 to 23:30 shuttle buses continually transferred participants back from SaSaZu to their 

hotels. 

On Wednesday 25th September 2013 transfers from the hotels to the airport or train station 

were arranged for all participants to suit their travel schedule. Group transfers were 

provided by bus, and individual transfers by car. 
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2.5 Work Package 5 (WP5) – Accompanying programme 

Type of activity SUPP 

Start month 1 

End Month 9 

Objectives  Organisation of the visits, entertainment and accompanying 
programme for the contest participants  

 

Work on planning the accompanying programme for EUCYS 2013 started from the outset of 

the project, with a particular emphasis being given to introducing participants to the Czech 

context, both scientific and cultural, and with a focus on celebration of the 25th Anniversary 

of the Contest.  

From an educational perspective, plans were made for the creation of a large, interactive 

exhibition zone for participants that would also be open to the general public. Known as the 

“public zone”, negotiations between the Host Organising team and potential exhibitors were 

ongoing until August 2013, when all exhibits were finalised and their technical and logistical 

needs were met in consultation with the Host Organising team and the venue.  

Five lectures and presentations were planned to be part of the accompanying programme. 

This included, with reflection on the Contest’s 25 years in mind, a presentation given by four 

past winners, which was the opening event in EUCYS 2013. The lecture programme also 

included invited speakers from EIROforum and EPO, two of the long-term major prize donors 

to the Contest, as well as a scientific lecture from an active researcher at the Host Organising 

Institute, the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, and a “success story” presentation 

from the CTO of British mobile technology start-up Swiftkey.  

Venues for the three major events of the Accompanying Programme were chosen in 

accordance with their location, size, cultural significance and practical suitability: the unique 

Krizik’s fountain for the Opening Ceremony, the historic Bethlehem Chapel for the Award 

Ceremony and the SaSaZu club for the Farewell party. Negotiations with these venues began 

as early as March 2013.  

The production of the major celebrations of EUCYS, namely the Opening Ceremony, Award 

Ceremony and Farewell party, was realised in collaboration with an external director and 

scenographer, Ms Lenka Vinicka of L.V. Coming s.r.o., and her specialist technical team. This 

enabled these ceremonies to be organised in a connected and visually coherent style, as well 

as to the most professional standard. Key themes identified early in the planning of these 
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events included the Year of Water, Light, Czech science, and the 25th Anniversary theme. In 

consultation with the external production team ideas such as the creation of a EUCYS theme 

tune and video clip in the visual style were generated, which added a strong coherence to all 

events in the Contest programme.  

The Host Organiser team and Chief Manager met with the external producer and her team 

on a regular basis between May and September 2013, to finalise the details of these three 

events, including speakers and performers, running order of the ceremonies, audio-visual 

content and logistics.  

Two further evening entertainment activities formed part of the programme. The first was 

on the basis of an invitation from the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, to 

bring participants of EUCYS to an evening reception at their historic seat, the Wallenstein 

Palace. Arrangements were made in collaboration between the Host Organising team, the 

Catering contractors for EUCYS and the Senate, to organise a buffet dinner for all 

contestants and their Escorts in the gardens, with music provided by young Czech artists 

Wunderbar band. The dinner reception took place alongside a Gala Dinner inside the palace, 

for Jury members and VIP guests, hosted by the First Vice-President of the Senate.  

The second cultural evening consisted in a guided walking tour of Prague. This was organised 

in collaboration with the Czech Convention Bureau, a EUCYS 2013 partner. Participants had 

the opportunity to spend an hour with a professional tour guide seeing some of the major 

historic and cultural sights of the capital city.  

Additional events in the Accompanying programme included animation of icebreaker 

activities at the Welcome Dinner on the first day of the contest, a drinks reception for Jury 

members and VIP guests before the Opening Ceremony, and special 25th Anniversary games 

such as collectible card-swapping and trivia quiz questions about EUCYS history, which ran 

throughout the Contest.  

Details of the full Accompanying Programme are found in Deliverable 5.1 – Accompanying 

Programme Schedule.  
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2.6 Work Package 6 (WP6) – Exhibition and Contest  

Type of activity SUPP 

Start month 1 

End Month 9 

Objectives  Organisation of all the necessary services at the contest venue for 
a successful event (exhibition and contest) 

 

The venue for EUCYS 2013 was chosen in January 2013, before the start of the project. The 

venue chosen was Incheba Expo Praha at Holesovice Exhibition Grounds, and the reason for 

the choice was a combination of location, size, available facilities and services, quality and of 

course price. Negotiation with the venue continued on a regular basis during the first 

months of the project, to establish which part of the Incheba space would be used for the 

contest. After deciding on the Left Wing of the Industrial Palace, a contract was finalised 

with the venue in June 2013.  

The software requirements for the logistical organisation of the contest, namely the website, 

online registration system and Jury grading system, were organised in February 2013, with 

the two online information systems being an amended version of the system used the 

previous year, bought from the same provider, to ensure efficiency and continuity. All 

contestants, their National Organisers or Escorts and their project information were 

registered via the online system. 124 contestants attended the contest, together with 39 

National Organisers or Escorts, 18 Jury members, numerous Accompanying Persons, 

members of the Press and Media, Guests (including Lecturers and VIP guests), Exhibitors for 

the Public Zone, and staff: the final list of participants in all categories can be seen in 

Deliverable 6.1 – List of Participants.  

Most logistical and technical services necessary for the contest and exhibition itself were 

provided by Incheba Expo and were planned during ongoing negotiations between the Host 

Organising team and Incheba, on the basis of information from the European Commission 

relating to the needs of different participant groups, including dedicated rooms and facilities 

for the Commission staff, the Jury, the Press and the European Commission’s contracted 

Audio-Visual team. Provision by the venue itself included temporary constructions (walls, 

doors, display stands for projects), heating, lighting, furniture (chairs, tables), carpets, 

cleaning services, orientation panels, electric and ethernet connections, access for deliveries, 

toilet facilities. The public announcement system for the contest venue was the subject of a 

separate contract with the venue’s partner supplier. The computing materials and technical 

IT services during the contest were provided by a separate firm chosen from estimates 

submitted by five firms, as providing the greatest value for money.  
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The schedule of the contest, as well as the floor plan for the venue and planning of the 

exhibition spaces was an ongoing process, starting in January 2013 based on information 

from the previous year’s arrangements, and continuing until finalisation in August 2013 prior 

to the printing of the Contest Catalogue. The schedule of the contest was designed with a 

contestant-focus, allowing the contestants maximum time with the Jury, maximum 

educational and cultural experience, and also maximising the time when they were able to 

show their work to the general public. Close contact between the Host Organisers and 

European Commission ensured that the final schedule and layout of the contest venue were 

optimal for the needs of all EUCYS 2013 participants. The final Contest schedule can be seen 

in Deliverable 6.2 – Schedule of the Contest. For further details about contest schedule 

planning please see section 2.8 of this report.  

Five lectures and presentations were planned to be part of the accompanying programme. 

This included, with reflection on the Contest’s 25 years in mind, a presentation given by four 

past winners, which was the opening event in EUCYS 2013. The lecture programme also 

included invited speakers from EIROforum and EPO, two of the long-term major prize donors 

to the Contest, as well as a scientific lecture from an active researcher at the Host Organising 

Institute, the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, and a “success story” presentation 

from the CTO of British mobile technology start-up Swiftkey. Please see also section 2.5 of 

this report.  

As soon as the venue had been chosen, work also began on contacting scientific institutions 

and organisations, both in the Czech Republic and abroad, to invite them to bring interactive 

exhibits to contribute to the planned public exhibition zone, which would run alongside the 

contestants’ project exhibition, at EUCYS 2013. Negotiations with exhibitors, and 

arrangements for their technical and logistical requirements, were ongoing from March 

through to September 2013. Publicity materials inviting schools to visit the public exhibitions 

at EUCYS 2013 were issued twice to all schools on the Ministry of Education, Youth and 

Sports register. For full information about the Public Zone exhibition please see Deliverable 

6.3 – Programme for Schools and Public Visits.  

While planning the details of the contest venue and logistics of the contest schedule, a 

further area of focus was the Free Zone for contestants. This area was dedicated to 

providing relaxation and entertainment for contestants during their free time, and in 

between visits from Jury members. The zone was primarily formed of two sub-areas, one of 

which was a computer corner, with laptops providing internet access, so that the 

contestants could use the computer facilities for project work and also for leisure activities, 

or communicating between each other and with friends and relations, via social networks. 
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The second zone was a “relaxation” zone featuring comfortable seating, traditional wooden 

games, interactive games such as X-Box and Wii, a “quotations wall”, and the photographic 

Wall of Fame run by the European Commission’s contracted AV team.  

For the duration of the contest itself, a team of 20 student helpers were selected, based on 

brief face-to-face interviews, from approximately 40 applicants, following advertisement of 

the opportunity on the Contest website and via the Host Organisers’ networks and 

universities in Prague. All were Czech or Slovak students of university age, most living and/or 

studying in Prague, and with an interest in science, languages, social sciences, and/or youth 

work. Many of them were science students with prior experience of attending similar 

competitive events.  

The student helpers attended a training afternoon with the Host Organising team one week 

prior to the start of the contest. They then started their work on the day before the 

participants arrived, assisting with the preparation of the contest venue, including setting up 

exhibition boards, decorating the venue, moving materials and packing participants’ bags.   

EUCYS 2013 activities were fully covered by the Host Organiser’s own contracted Audio-

Visual team (photographer, videographer) as well as by the Audio Visual team (11 members) 

contracted by the European Commission directly. Numerous photographs and videos of the 

contest were published on the Contest website, the European Commission website, and 

social media sites during and after the event. Photographic and video material was also 

shared with all sponsors and partners of EUCYS 2013.  

 

2.7 Work Package 7 (WP7) – Dissemination and PR activities  

Type of activity SUPP 

Start month 1 

End Month 12 

Objectives  Preparation and implementation of the EUCYS 2013 
Communication Plan. 

 

In accordance with the proposals approved in the Grant Agreement, a communication plan 

for EUCYS 2013 was formed which was implemented by the Host Organising team in 

collaboration with the external graphic design team Magic Hole and media and advertising 

companies.  
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The first step in the communications process was the production of designs for promotional 

materials in EUCYS visual style, starting with the official EUCYS 2013 poster and website, and 

continuing through advertising banners and boards, press folders and presentation 

materials, the contest catalogue and practical guide, the public zone brochure, the special 

25th Anniversary newspaper, roll-ups, graphics for the decoration of the contest venue, and 

promotional items such as t-shirts, pens, bags, stickers, pins, wristbands, notepads. These 

materials were designed and produced gradually throughout the development of the 

project, from February through to September 2013.  

Once the visual style had been established, other communication activities were launched, 

these included the website; Twitter, Facebook and You Tube pages (run centrally by the 

European Commission, in collaboration with the Host Organising team), web-based 

advertising on the Host Organiser’s site, Incheba Expo Praha website, the Ministry of 

Education, Youth and Sports, MILSET website and other partner websites.  

In June a breakfast with journalists was organised as the first press conference event, to 

attract the interest of journalists in covering EUCYS and in attending the event itself. The 

breakfast briefing was given by the President of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech 

Republic, the Chief Manager of EUCYS 2013, a representative of the Ministry of Education, 

Youth and Sports, and a previous Czech winner of EUCYS 2010. The event was attended by 

25 journalists and media representatives.  

In the same month, letters were issued to hundreds of schools around the Czech Republic, 

via the contact network of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports, informing them of 

the possibility to visit the Contest in September.  

During July and August the Contest Catalogue contents and graphics were finalised and 

proofread and the Practical Guide was produced. The full Contest Catalogue constitutes 

Deliverable 7.2. This deliverable has been separately submitted to the European 

Commission electronically and is not included as part of this Publishable Summary.  

In August 2013 large billboard advertisements for the Contest were displayed in key 

locations on Prague’s highways, and information regarding the possibility of accreditation for 

local journalists was made public on the website, together with downloadable PR materials.  

In September 2013 for the whole month a major publicity campaign was launched in the city 

of Prague, via advertisement in the public transport system, and spots on radio and 

television thanks to EUCYS 2013’s main media partners, Czech Radio and Czech Television. 

Schools were once again contacted in writing through the network of the Ministry of 
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Education, Youth and Sports, and were sent a brochure containing details of the exhibits to 

be included in the public zone at EUCYS 2013, in addition to the contestants’ project 

exhibition.  

A further press conference was held on 19th September, the day before the start of the 

Contest. The press conference was hosted by the President of the Academy of Sciences and 

was attended by more than 20 media representatives as well as organising staff, student 

helpers and two previous winners of the contest.  

During the contest a press centre was run at the contest venue where communications staff 

from the European Commission and from the Host Organising team were available to assist 

journalists in arranging interviews with participants, finding information about projects and 

about the Contest, and with their practical needs. All journalists attending the Contest 

received a press kit including a presentation folder, documents about the Contest, the 

Contest catalogue, and promotional items. A special 25th Anniversary EUCYS newspaper was 

also published during the Contest, and handed out to all participants, including journalists. 

For those journalists not in attendance at the Contest in person, the Opening ceremony and 

Award ceremony were both streamed live on the internet, and daily updates on the website 

included summaries of the day’s activities, video and photographic material.  

The closing press conference was held in the Bethlehem Chapel, following the Award 

Ceremony. All winning contestants attended as well as all EUCYS-accredited journalists, both 

national and international. The press conference was moderated by Mr Marek Eben, 

moderator of the Opening and Award ceremonies, and speakers included the Minister of 

Education, Youth and Sports, the President of the Academy of Sciences, the Chief Manager 

of EUCYS 2013 and Patricia Reilly, representing the European Commissioner for Research, 

Innovation and Science. Journalists were given the opportunity to interview winning 

contestants, and the whole event was conducted bilingually in English and Czech, with 

translation. Press releases were also available in both English and Czech announcing the 

winners of the contest.  

Both during and following the end of the contest, news articles appeared in major 

newspapers regarding the contest and looking in detail at some of the contestants’ projects, 

and a number of radio and television shows also mentioned the contest. These articles were 

monitored and a list has been submitted electronically to the European Commission 

together with the project deliverables. 
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A radio interview with the President of the Academy of Sciences and with the Chief Manager 

of EUCYS took place two days after the end of the Contest, broadcast nationally on Czech 

Radio.  

All photos and videos from the contest were published on the Contest website, as well as a 

selection being posted on YouTube and Facebook.  

After the contest, a brochure was produced in Czech and English reporting through text and 

photos the events and results of EUCYS 2013. This was sent to National Organisers, Sponsors 

and Partners of EUCYS 2013, the EC and other interested organisations. This brochure can be 

found as Appendix 1 at the end of this document.  

For the full report on EUCYS 2013 Communications and PR, please see Deliverable 7.1 – 

Dissemination and Communication Plan. 

 

2.8 Work Package 8 (WP8) – Schedule of the event, invitations  

Type of activity SUPP 

Start month 1 

Expected End 
Month 

6 

Actual End 
Month 

7 

Objectives  Setting up the EUCYS 2013 final programme 

 Inviting all participants, with special attention to VIPs, sponsors 
and political representatives 

 

The schedule for the EUCYS 2013 contest was carefully planned by the Host Organising team 

over a number of months, on the basis of a general outline given from past contests, and in 

consultation with the European Commission and the Steering Committee. The programme 

took into consideration different groups of participants, their needs and interests. Parallel 

events occurring in Prague were also taken into consideration, such as workshops by EUCYS 

partners INTEL and Milset, which several National Organisers wished to attend. Time was 

carefully set aside for sufficient judging sessions (15 hours in total), for Jury meetings in 

between those sessions, for lectures, cultural events and of course free time. The challenges 

of fitting everything in conveniently for all categories of participants was a great one, and 

made greater by the logistical constraints such as transport, clothing, weather, participation 

overlap and venue layout.  
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During the development of the programme, invitations were sent to speakers for the five 

lectures, including four individual speakers (from EIROforum, EPO, SwiftKey and the 

Academy of Sciences) and four past winners of the contest as selected by the European 

Commission (two of whom were also members of this year’s contest Jury).  

Once the schedule had been finalised, invitations were also sent (in August) to a list of VIPs 

compiled by the Host Organiser with information sent by the European Commission and also 

local dignitaries and representatives of partner organisations. These included all 

Ambassadors of participating countries to the Czech Republic, Representatives of all 

sponsors, prize donor organisations and other partners, Czech politicians, and 

representatives of scientific research institutes in the Czech Republic. The list of VIPs who 

attended the Contest can be found in Deliverable 8.1 – List of Participants: Nobel Laureates 

and VIPs. 

Invitations to the media were first issued in June 2013, ahead of the “breakfast with 

journalists” briefing which the Host Organiser arranged to bring EUCYS 2013 to the attention 

of local media. Those in attendance automatically later received a personal invitation to 

apply for accreditation for the Contest itself, and to attend the pre- and post-contest press 

conferences.  

 

Invitations to the foreign mass media were issued via the European Commission’s 

communications team, and also on the Contest website. 6 foreign journalists were offered 

the possibility to have their flights and accommodation covered by the Host Organiser, and 

in total 9 foreign journalists were accredited to cover the contest. Media representatives 

were able to attend all parts of the programme.  

 

2.9 Work Package 9 (WP9) – Fundraising activities and political auspices  

Type of activity SUPP 

Start month 1 

Expected End 
Month 

5 

Actual End 
Month 

6 

Objectives  Continuous search for the complementary fundraising of EUCYS 
2013 and introducing the event to key local governmental 
representatives 
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From the start of work on the project, in January 2013, and continuously until August 2013, 

potential sponsors and partners for EUCYS 2013 were approached, meetings took place, 

usually between the Chief Manager or another senior member of the Host Organising team, 

and the potential sponsor organisations, and following negotiations, agreements were made 

as to the nature of sponsorship or collaboration, and appropriate contracts were drawn up 

to secure this sponsorship.  

Securing financial sponsorship for EUCYS 2013 was made more challenging than is usually 

the case for the Contest, due to the fact that the project only began in January of the 

Contest year. By the time many potential sponsors, who would have liked to support the 

project, were approached, their sponsorship budget for the 2013 year had already been fully 

allocated. This is also the reason for continuing to approach new companies through to 

August 2013, in order to maximise sponsorship contributions and enhance the project.  

The final list of sponsors and partners can be seen in Deliverable 9.1 – Final Sponsors List. 

 

2.10 Work Package 10 (WP10) – Prizes, special awards and certificates  

Type of activity SUPP 

Start month 3 

End Month 10 

Objectives  Providing EUCYS 2013 winners with the prizes, based on EC 
guidelines and HO guidelines for awarding the prizes 

 Providing all participants with certificates 

 Processing the prize to London International Youth Science Forum 
- LIYSF 

 Transfer of the final amounts to the winners accounts, according 
to the EUCYS General Guidelines 

 

During discussions with potential partners, sponsors and supporting organisations for EUCYS 

2013, the possibility of donating a prize to the contest, either in the form of a financial 

reward or an educational experience, was always presented. In addition to the regular 

EUCYS prize donors, four Czech organisations took up the opportunity to donate a prize at 

EUCYS 2013, these were the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, the Ministry of 

Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic, the Prague 1 municipal district, and the 

Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic. Two of these donated prizes were of a 

financial nature, and two offered the prize winner a week’s internship at the relevant 
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institution. For full details of the Host Country donated prizes in 2013 please see Deliverable 

10.1 -  Detailed Description of HO Prizes (Special Donated Prizes). 

Communication between the Host Organising team and all Special Donated Prize donor 

organisations (regular and one-off), via the European Commission staff where appropriate, 

began in May, to establish the details of the prizes for this year’s contest and obtain up to 

date information about the organisations and their prizes for the Contest Catalogue. 

Preparatory administration for the Stockholm International Youth Seminar prize was also 

dealt with by the Host Organiser team in May. Prize donating organisations were invited to 

send a representative to the Contest, who would also ceremonially hand over the award to 

the prize winner(s) at the Award Ceremony; the organisations were also where applicable 

offered the possibility of having a stand in the public exhibition zone at EUCYS.   

A preliminary certificate design was prepared by our graphic design partners in March 2013 

using the EUCYS 2013 visual style; this design was then adapted into a series of final 

certificate designs, bearing the relevant text for each of the core, special donated, and 

honorary prizes. The specific wording of the text for the certificates for the core prizes and 

regular donated prizes was provided by the European Commission. The certificates were 

printed in colour on high quality textured card, and the name of the winner was hand 

written onto the certificate by a professional calligrapher.  

At the end of the Contest all contestants received a Participation Certificate, signed by the 

President of the Jury. In addition, at the Award ceremony, each prize winner was presented 

with a personalised prize certificate signed by the President of the Jury and a member of the 

European Commission or the Prize donating organisation, as applicable.  

Following the end of the Contest all winning participants were contacted in order to follow 

up the execution of their award. Those winning financial amounts were asked to confirm 

that the bank details submitted via their original registration form were still correct. They 

were also sent a short and simple contract relating to the transfer of a financial reward. The 

relevant sum of money relative to the prize they had won was then promptly transferred to 

the bank account they had specified.  

The details of contestants winning non-financial awards were given to the organisations 

responsible for awarding the relevant internships, who in most cases proceeded with the 

organisation of the internship directly, without the mediation of the Host Organising team. 

The Host Country special donated internships were, however, managed through the Host 

Organising team, as well as the Honorary Awards to attend LIYSF and SIYSS, for which all 

communication, registration procedures and travel bookings were processed by the Host 
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Organising team, promptly following the end of the Contest. All prizes were fully organised 

by November 2013.  

3. List of Annexed Deliverables

Deliverable 1.1 - Implementation team and organizing office of EUCYS 2013 

Deliverable 1.3 - Manual for Corporate Identity 

Deliverable 1.4 - Launch of the EUCYS 2013 website 

Deliverable 2.1 - Accommodation 

Deliverable 5.1 - Accompanying Programme Schedule 

Deliverable 6.1 - List of Participants 

Deliverable 6.2 - Schedule of the Contest 

Deliverable 6.3 - Programme for Schools and Public Visits 

Deliverable 7.1 - Dissemination and Communication Plan 

Deliverable 8.1 - List of Participants: Nobel Laureates and VIPs 

Deliverable 9.1 - Final Sponsors List 

Deliverable 10.1 - Detailed Description of HO Prizes (Special Donated Prizes) 

Please note: The Publishable Summary report constitutes Deliverable 1.2 – Management and Organization of the Project. Deliverable 7.2 – 

Contest Catalogue has been submitted separately to the EC and is not included in this document.  

4. List of Appendices

Appendix 1: EUCYS 2013 Post-production Brochure 
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Implementation team and organizing office of EUCYS 2013 

Management structure and procedures 

The project was coordinated by the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, through its 

infrastructural service institute the Centre of Administration and Operations of the ASCR, in close 

collaboration with the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic. Patrons of the 

project included the President of the Czech Republic, the Chairman of the Senate of the Czech 

Republic, and other governmental officials. To achieve the specific objectives of this event, the 

Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic set up an interdepartmental Organizing Committee (with 

members from the Academy of Sciences, the Centre of Administration and Operations, and the 

Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic) which was responsible for overall coordination of the 

EUCYS 2013 event (both scientific and cultural activities). Furthermore, the EUCYS Office 

(implementation team) was established, led by the Chief Manager, who was in charge of the 

preparation of the event and was responsible for the project coordination in accordance with the EC 

rules and EUCYS Guidelines for Host Organizers. The Chief Manager also cooperated closely with 

European Commission representatives and former Host Organizers in order to ensure the smooth-

running of the event. 

A Communication Plan was be elaborated in accordance with the strategies of the European 

Commission to promote the impact of the EU Contest at national and international level, taking 

profit from the participation of several different countries. Groups of national students, teachers and 

scientific associations were invited to visit the event, see Deliverable 6.3 – Programme for Schools 

and Public Visits. 
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EUCYS 2013 Office 

At the beginning of the EUCYS 2013 project, the EUCYS 2013 Office (implementation team) was 

established, to coordinate and fulfil all the key activities defined in the project proposal, including 

financial and logistical organisation of all aspects of EUCYS 2013. This Host Organising Team was 

comprised of the following individual staff members as core members:  

Dr. Kateřina Sobotková (EUCYS 2013 Chief Manager) is a deputy director at the Department 

of Projects and Grants of the Centre of Administration and Operations of the Academy of Sciences of 

the Czech Republic (hereinafter CAO AS CR) with the overall responsibility for the area of 

international cooperation and international projects. In the period 2004-2006 she was appointed 

as a representative of the Czech Science Foundation in the EUROHORCS and European Science 

Foundation. She was a member of the EUROHORCs Management Committee and EURYI (European 

Young Investigator Award) Management Committee. In 2006 she was appointed the Chief Manager 

of the EURYI Awards in Prague and Prague for Science conference. In the EUCYS 2013 project she is 

responsible for the overall coordination and management of the event. 

Petr Borovský, MA, is a director of the Department of Projects and Grants of the CAO AS CR. He 

actively participates in public popularization activities (public lectures, scientific events, edutainment 

and scientific trainings).  He was appointed the Chief Manager of the Open Science Programme in 

2009. In EUCYS 2013 project he is responsible for the website maintenance and all the technical 

aspects of the project, public calls for suppliers and coordination of PR activities. 

Petr Štěpánovský, MSc, is a financial manager at the Centre of Administration and Operations of the 

Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic (CAO AS CR) since 2010. He is mainly responsible for the 

financial management of the Open Science programme for young outstanding scientists. In the 

EUCYS 2013 project, he is principally responsible for the area of public calls, communication with the 

venues management and settling the financial terms of the particular work packages. 

Michaela Báštěcká, MSc, has been a project and financial manager of Operational and Community 

programmes at the CAO AS CR since 2007. She is mainly responsible for the financial management of 

the major international projects (i.e. EURAXESS CZECH REPUBLIC). In the EUCYS 2013 project she is  
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principally responsible for the area of overall budget observance, project costs and communication 

with the suppliers. 

Jana Vyležichová, MSc, worked for five years as an event coordinator for a company cooperating 

with medical associations. Her main responsibilities were the preparation and organization of 

congresses and conferences, including communication with clients in Czech and English, 

communication with congress centers and hotels, preparation of promotional materials and 

websites, managing registration and accommodation for participants, communication with invited 

speakers, provision of practical arrangements for invited speakers (flight tickets, accommodation, 

transport, etc.), programme preparation and budgeting. She is currently project specialist at the 

Centre of Administration and Operations of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, and for 

the EUCYS 2013 she is mainly responsible for conference services, including communication with 

participants and hotel representatives, logistics, catering, and venue management. 

Anna Barton, MA (Cantab) MA (UEA), has extensive experience in a variety of roles encompassing 

conference organisation, communications and youth work. She has previously held the role of head 

steward for VIP services at a 2000-delegate international assembly, as well as being on the central 

organisational team for a further international conference, with particular responsibility for all young 

participants. Recently, she has been assistant to more than 20 professional musicians, managing their 

performance schedule, communicating with international concert promoters, and organising travel 

and accommodation. Native English, she also speaks French, Italian and Czech, and is a qualified 

translator. For the EUCYS 2013 she focuses on PR, communication with the European Commission 

and with international media, arrangements for VIPs and Jury, and the creation and correction of 

English language texts and materials.  

The remainder of the project work was carried out by colleagues in the Academy of Sciences 

and the Centre of Administration and Operations, according to their expertise and the needs of the 

project. 
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Manual for Corporate Identity: Visual Style Manual for EUCYS 2013 

Contents 

1. Contest Logo

2. Website design basic

3. Banner for social networking sites

4. Headed paper

5. Powerpoint presentation template

6. Poster

7. Roll-up

8. Billboard

9. Banner advertising

10. Orientational signage at the contest venue

a. Project stands

b. Zones and rooms

c. Programme

d. Information

11. Decorative posters at the contest venue

a. Slogans

b. Images

12. Contest catalogue design basic

13. Practical guide design basic

14. Press kit folder

15. Badge design

16. T-shirt mock-up

17. Promotional material designs

18. Prize certificates
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3: Banner for social networking sites 
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4: Headed Paper 
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5: Powerpoint presentation template 
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6: Poster 
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7: Roll-up 
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8: Billboard 
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9: Banner advertising 
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10: Orientational signage at the contest venue 

a. Project stands 
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10: Orientational signage at the contest venue 

b. Zones and rooms 
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10: Orientational signage at the contest venue 

c. Programme 
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10: Orientational signage at the contest venue 

d. Information 
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11: Decorative posters at the contest venue 

a. Slogans 
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11: Decorative posters at the contest venue 

b. Images 
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12: Contest catalogue design basic 
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12: Contest catalogue design basic 
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13: Practical guide design basic 
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14: Press kit folder 
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15: Badge design 
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16: T-shirt mock-up  
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16: T-shirt mock-up  
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17: Promotional material designs  
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EUCYS 2013 website – www.eucys2013.cz 

The EUCYS 2013 website was officially launched on April 24, 2013. 

The website was navigable by the main menu (horizontal) and by a side menu of selected 

“highlights”. The graphics were in line with the EUCYS 2013 visual style. All pages of the website 

featured links to the EUCYS Facebook, Twitter and YouTube sites, and to the European Commission 

web pages about the contest.  

Below are shots of the different pages and sections of the website. 

Home page 

http://www.eucys2013.cz/
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The main video/photo featured on the home page was, from April until September, a video about 

Prague by Czech Tourism (used with permission); during the contest, the latest video of the day; and 

after the contest, the summary video of the week, made by the European Commission Audiovisual 

Team.  

News items were continuously added to the website between April and September, informing 

viewers of the latest progress with EUCYS 2013. News items were shown on the Home page as well 

as in the News archive.  

About EUCYS 
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The About EUCYS section further contained sub-pages giving information about the host organiser, 

national organisers, regulations of the contest, participation regulations and other general 

information regarding the contest.  
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In September, a further sub-page was added, with information about the projects that were to be 

presented at EUCYS 2013:  
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Practical Information 

 

 

 

The Practical Information section further contained sub-pages giving information about the venues, 

the contest programme, local transport and sights in Prague and the Czech Republic, details of 

contestants‘ display stands, and other practical information regarding the contest. 
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Media 

The Media section contained the archive of news items (as featured on the home page of the 

website) and further contained sub-pages containing official press releases, information about 

accreditation for journalists, photo and video galleries, downloadable materials related to EUCYS 

2013, details of EUCYS 2013 partners, and contacts for the press office. 
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Contacts 
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Věda Jede 

In September, to coincide with the expansion of our media campaign to attract the Czech Public to 

visit EUCYS and the exciting interactive visiting exhibitions at the public zone, a new section was 

added to the EUCYS 2013 website, entitled Věda Jede (Science is Happening). This section was 

written in Czech in order to explain to the Czech-speaking public why they should visit EUCYS 2013, 

and contained details of the exhibits in the public zone, as well as opening hours of the public zone 

and contest zone.   
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Winners 

On 24 September 2013, following the Award Ceremony, the Winners section was added to the 

website, on which the details of all winning contestants/projects were published.  
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Accommodation 

Hotels were chosen in accordance with the distance from the contest venue, easy 
accessibility and suitable rates and quality. Rooms were booked in accordance to 
participants registrations and requirements. 

Communication with hotels management and EUCYS participants was smooth both before 
and during the event and any problems were solved without difficulty. 

Accommodation for Contestants and their Escorts 

There were 2 possibilities of accommodation for Contestants and their Escorts: 

Hotel Expo **** 

Hotel Expo was reserved for Contestants and Escorts. 

Hotel Expo offers 106 bright and airy rooms with contemporary décor. All the rooms are 
equipped with minibar, safe, satellite TV, direct dial telephone, table, individually controlled 
air-conditioning, bathrooms with bathtubs and hair dryer, separate WC, LAN + Wi-Fi internet 
free of charge.  

Hotel Expo is located a convenient 5 minute walk from the Incheba Expo Praha, the venue 
for EUCYS 2013. 

Address 
Hotel Expo Výstaviště 
Za Elektrárnou 3  
170 00 Prague 7 
Czech Republic 
www.expoprag.cz 
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Hotel Plaza Alta **** 

Hotel Plaza Alta was reserved for Contestants and Escorts.  

Hotel Plaza Alta is an eco-friendly hotel and offers 87 comfortable and fully air-conditioned 
rooms equipped with a separate bathroom, LCD television, free Wi-Fi access to high-speed 
Internet and a minibar. 

    

Hotel Plaza Alta is located 1,6 km (5 minutes by tram) from Incheba Expo Praha, the venue 
for EUCYS 2013. 

From the tram stop ‘Ortenovo náměstí’ in front of Hotel Plaza Alta, tram number 12 or 24 
took participants to the stop ‘Výstaviště Holešovice’, which is right in front of Incheba Expo 
Praha.  

Address 
Plaza Alta Hotel 
Ortenovo náměstí 22 
170 00 Prague 7 
Czech Republic 
www.plazahotelalta.com 
 

Absolutum Boutique Hotel **** 

Hotel Absolutum was reserved for Journalists, Past Winners and the AV Team. 

The Absolutum Boutique Hotel Prague is a new, modern hotel with a restaurant and bar, 
designed by an architect to give a very warm, natural and homely impression to its guests. 
The hotel offers 32 rooms and 2 apartments with balconies. All rooms are equipped with TV, 
minibar, safe, air conditioning, smoke sensors, direct dial telephone and internet connection. 
The bathrooms have hair dryers, bath, shower and toilet.  

http://www.plazahotelalta.com/
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Absolutum Boutique Hotel is located 1 km from Incheba Expo Praha, the venue for EUCYS 
2013 – a 15 minute walk, or 3 minutes by tram. 

From the tram stop ‘Nádraží Holešovice’, close to Absolutum Boutique Hotel, tram 12 or 24 
took participants to the stop ‘Výstaviště Holešovice’, which is right in front of Incheba Expo 
Praha. 

Address 
Absolutum Boutique Hotel **** 
Jablonského 639/4 
170 00  Prague 7 
Czech Republic 
www.absolutumhotel.cz 

Accommodation for Jury, EC and VIPs 

Hotel Josef was reserved for Jury members, European Commission and VIP guests. 

Hotel Josef 

Hotel Josef is located in Prague´s medieval quarter, near the Old Town Square, Wenceslas 
Square and the Charles Bridge. The Hotel consists of two new buildings linked by an open 
landscaped courtyard and a glazed link that unifies the public areas at ground level. Deluxe 
rooms are equipped with Single, Queen or King Size bed, limestone bathroom (shower or 
bath), telephone, complimentary internet connection, plasma TV, DVD-CD-Player, mini-bar, 
tea & coffee facility, Superior – Sofa rooms are equipped with King Size Bed and comfortable 
sofa, limestone bathroom (shower or bath), telephone, internet connection, flat LCD TV, 
DVD-CD-Player, Nespresso Coffee machine, mini-bar, Air Conditioning, safe, Aveda 
Cosmetics. 

http://www.absolutumhotel.cz/
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Hotel Josef is located 5 km (5-7 minutes by tram) from Incheba Expo Praha, the venue for 
EUCYS 2013. 

Address 
Hotel Josef **** 
Rybná 20 
110 00 Prague 1 
Czech Republic 
www.hoteljosef.com 

Accommodation for Accompanying persons 

Any visitors who wished to accompany Contestants to Prague (in addition to the 1 official 
Escort sent by the National Organiser) could reserve accommodation in VYSTA residence. 
Accompanying persons paid for accommodation by themselves. 

VYSTA Residence   

VYSTA Residence was reserved for accompanying persons. 

The VYSTA Residence is situated in the Holešovice district of Prague, in a historic building 
dating from the early 19th century, and completely refurbished in 2009. The Holešovice area 
is well known thanks to its world-renowned exhibition grounds and Prague’s largest park, 
Stromovka. 
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The Residence offers accommodation in 30 rooms, all equipped with a roomy bathroom with 
shower, safe, air-conditioning, Wi-Fi Internet connection (free of charge), and satellite TV. 
VYSTA Residence is located opposite Incheba Expo Praha, the venue for EUCYS 2013.  
  

Address 
U Výstaviště 13 
170 00  Prague 7 
Czech Republic 
www.residencevysta.com 

 

http://www.residencevysta.com/
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Accompanying Programme Schedule 

Throughout the contest, the following cultural and educational activities were organised for 
participants in EUCYS 2013. In addition to the events detailed below, two workshops were also 
organised by other organisations (INTEL and MILSET), in cooperation with the organisers of EUCYS 
2013, at which selected EUCYS participants (notably National Organisers) were in attendance, and a 
large-scale public exhibition of interactive science exhibits was organised (for further detail please 
see deliverable 6.3). 

Friday  
18:00-19:00 Past Winners’ Presentations 

Four previous winners of the contest were invited to talk to this year’s participants about what the 
contest was like when they participated, and about their career since winning EUCYS and what EUCYS 
meant to them. They gave tips, advice and encouragement to this year’s participants.  

The four winners who spoke were: 

 Lina Tomsella (Italy) – winner in 1989

 Yann Ollivier (France) – winner in 1996

 Laurynas Pliuskys (Lithuania) – winner in 2004

 Eva Blažková (Czech Republic) – winner in 2007
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Saturday 
20:00 – 22:45 Opening Ceremony 
 
The grand Opening Ceremony for EUCYS 2013 was held at Křižík’s fountain in Prague’s exhibition 
grounds at Holešovice. The ceremony made use of the full potential of the electronic fountain, built 
in 1891 by Czech engineer, inventor and enthusiast František Křižík, appropriately for the year of 
Water. The show included choreographed son et lumiere fountain displays, projection onto the 
water, musical accompaniment, a fire and water show from artists Pa-li-tchi and synchronised artistic 
trampolining.  The formal part of the ceremony also featured an Olympic-style procession of all 
contestants onto the stage, bearing their national flags, and speeches from Czech dignitaries 
including Prime Minister Jiri Rusnok, President of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic 
Milan Stech, Deputy Minister of Education Youth and Sports Tomas Hruda, President of the Academy 
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of Sciences Jiri Drahos, . A video message of welcome from the European Commissioner Maire 
Geoghegan-Quinn formed part of the formal ceremony.  

 
Opening ceremony EUCYS 2013 

Křižík’s Fountain 21. 9. 2013 

20:00 1. Start of programme 

 
 

Fountain show with music 

20:15 2. Moderator’s welcome 

 
 

Fountain 

 
 

Entrance of the moderator Marek Eben on stage 

  Welcome to VIPs 

20:35 3. Speeches 

 
 

Moderator - Invitation to speakers 

 
 

Karen Slavin (European Commission) 

Katerina Sobotkova (Chief Manager EUCYS 2013) 

20:50 4. Fountain show 

 
 

Fountain show with music and Fire show from Pa-li-tchi 

21:10 5. Czech scientists film 

 
 

Short film about successful Czech scientists and inventors of 

the past 

21:15 6. Speeches 

  Video greeting from Commissioner Geoghegan-Quinn 

 
 

Moderator - Invitation to speakers 

  
President of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech 

Republic 

  Prime Minister of the Czech Republic 

  President of the Academy of Sciences 

  President of the EUCYS Jury 2013 
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21:35 7. Ceremonial procession of delegations 

 
 

Moderator calls delegations on stage one by one 

22:00 8. Fountain show 

  Fountain show with music and synchronised trampolining 

22:15 9. Closing words 

 
 

Moderator Marek Eben – official declaration of opening 

22:20 10. Fountain show 

 
 

Finale with fountain, music, fire show and synchronised 

trampolining 

22:30 11. End of ceremony 
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Sunday 
13:00-14:00 Lecture – Jeremy Philpott, European Patent Office 
 
Invited speaker Jeremy Philpott, Chef von Dienst, Principal 
Directorate Communication at the European Patent 
Office, gave a presentation to participants about 
innovation, science, business and patents.  
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17:00-18:00 Lecture – Dr Ben Medlock, SwiftKey 
 
 
 
Invited speaker Dr Ben Medlock, CTO of SwiftKey, 
gave a presentation to participants about SwiftKey’s 
innovative mobile technology, and how the 
company grew from an idea into one of the UK’s 
most successful start-up businesses.  
 
 
 
 

 
20:00-22:00 Dinner at the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic 
 

1. Gala dinner for Jury and VIP guests 

The contest Jury were received in the historic Wallenstein Palace for a luxurious gala dinner 

hosted by the 1st vice president of the Senate, Mrs Alena Gajduskova.  

 

 
 

2. Garden dinner reception for participants 

Contestants, National Organisers, Escorts and other EUCYS guests were received in the 

garden of the Wallenstein Palace, where they were welcomed by the Director of the 

Secretariate of the Senate.  A buffet dinner and musical entertainment were prepared for 

them.  
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Monday 
13:00-13:45 Lecture – Prof. Mark McCaughrean, European Space Agency (EIROforum) 
 
Invited speaker Prof. Mark McCaughrean, Head of RSSD at the 
European Space Agency and chair of EIROforum, gave a 
presentation to participants about some of the latest research 
results from the ESA and other EIROforum organisations, 

including views from 
the Planck 
telescope, and the 
discovery of the 
Higgs boson at the 
Large Hadron 
Collider.  
 

13:00-13:45 Lecture 
– Dr Michael 

Londesborough, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic 
 
 
Invited speaker Dr Michael 
Londesborough, researcher at the 
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry of the 
Academy of Sciences of the Czech 
Republic, gave a presentation to 
participants about our planet’s unique 
abilities to collect and store energy, and 
how that ability has influenced the 
development of our civilisations.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

21:00-22:00 Guided Walking Tour 
 
Participants were guided around Prague’s historical city centre by professional tour guides. Sights 
included the Old Town Square, the Rudolfinum, the Charles Bridge, the Lesser Town Square and the 
Castle.   
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Tuesday 
13:00-15:00 Award Ceremony 
 
The prize giving ceremony for EUCYS 2013 was held in the historic Bethlehem Chapel, in Prague’s Old 
Town. The ceremony was led by moderator Marek Eben,  and in attendance to hand over the prizes 
were Patricia Reilly (European Commission), Henrik Aronsson (President of the EUCYS 2013 Jury), 
Alena Gajduskova (1st Vice President of the Senate of the Czech Parliament), Dalibor Stys (Minister 
for Education, Youth and Sports), Jiri Drahos (President of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech 
Republic), Oldrich Lomecky (Mayor of Prague 1), and representatives of prize-donor organisations 
JRC, EuCheMS, EIROforum, EPO, INTEL, the London International Youth Science Forum and the 
Stockholm International Youth Science Seminar. Entertainment during the ceremony was provided 
by boys’ choir Boni Pueri, instrumental ensemble Musica Florea, and gymnastic artists Duo 
Decalages, as well as via video projections onto the wall of the chapel. Refreshments were provided 
following the ceremony in the chapel’s Lapidarium.  
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Award ceremony EUCYS 2013 

Bethlehem Chapel 23. 9. 2013 

 

Time Activity 

13:00 - 13:10 
Official opening of the Award Ceremony – EUCYS jingle 
Gymnastic Performance by Duo Decalages 

  
Anthems of the European Union and the Czech Republic (Boni Pueri + 
Musica Florea) 

13:10 - 13:15 Introductory speech of the moderator, Marek Eben 

13:15 - 13:23 Speech of the representative of the European Commission 

13:23 - 13:31 Speech of the Minister of Education, Youth and Sports 

13:31 - 13:39 Speech of the President of the Academy of Sciences 

13:39 - 13:47 Speech of the President of the Jury 

13:47 - 13:55 Music Performance 

13:55 – 14:05 Prize giving - Host Country prizes 

14:05 - 14:25 Prize giving - Special Prizes 

14:25 - 14:40 Prize giving - Core Prizes 

14:40 - 14:45 Prize giving - LIYSF + SIYSS 

14:45 – 14:50 Music Performance 

14:50 - 14:55 EUCYS Flag transfer to Poland 

14:55 - 15:00 Closing of the Award Ceremony 
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19:00-00:00 Farewell Party 

The fun-filled EUCYS 2013 farewell party was held at SaSaZu club. Participants were entertained by 

dance troupes, a light show from Pa-li-tchi, a laser drawing artist, a laser man show, various 

interactive light- and water-themed games including laser nets, photo booth, an invisible screen, an 

interactive floor, and more. Awards were given for the special competitions for participants that 

were run during the contest, and the Jury members and organisers were officially thanked. All was 

topped off by 2 hours of dance music from a guest DJ.    
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List of participants 

REGISTRATION CATEGORY NAME SURNAME 

1 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Francisco Javier Fernández-Portal Díaz del Río 

2 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Peter Hickey 

3 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Frances Hickey 

4 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Eamon Judge 

5 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Mary Judge 

6 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Caroline Healy 

7 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Ayesha Healy-Thow 

8 ACCOMPANYING PERSON FERRAN OLIVÉ VENDRELL 

9 ACCOMPANYING PERSON MONTSERRAT ABELLÓ  MASIP 

10 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Sara Lladó Sánchez 

11 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Ángel Mingote Sánchez 

12 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Pablo Mingote LLadó 

13 ACCOMPANYING PERSON MARIA ISABEL BAÑOS NAVARRO 

14 ACCOMPANYING PERSON MÍRIAM FERRAN I BAÑOS 

15 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Esa Lappi 

16 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Ana Sturua 

17 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Lorenzo SANCHEZ HIDALGO 

18 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Marina Gvimradze 

19 ACCOMPANYING PERSON MARIA LLADO SANCHEZ 

20 ACCOMPANYING PERSON CONRAD THAKE 

21 ACCOMPANYING PERSON ANNE MARIE THAKE 

22 ACCOMPANYING PERSON HEEKUNE LEE 

23 ACCOMPANYING PERSON HEE JAE JANG 

24 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Jia Zhang 

25 ACCOMPANYING PERSON DAEHA KANG 

26 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Andrew Thake 

27 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Zhiwei Han 

28 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Simone Marguerite Thill 

29 ACCOMPANYING PERSON João Paulo Vieira 

30 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Tobias Nørbo 

31 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Mustafa Gülşen 

32 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Tatiana Sokolova 

33 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Ludivine Garcia 

34 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Vladimir Shevchun 

35 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Galina Gurova 

36 ACCOMPANYING PERSON ATİLA UZUNAY 

37 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Eva Schmitteckert 

38 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Olesia Chernokur 

39 ACCOMPANYING PERSON EDWARD THAKE 

40 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Maria Maia 

41 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Anabela Figueiredo 
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42 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Cristóvão Silva Oliveira 

43 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Rafal Zarzeka 

44 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Atila Uzunay  

45 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Yasemin  Sevimli  

46 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Tuna  Uzunay 

47 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Eva  Schmitteckert 

48 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Eva  Schmitteckert (husband) 

49 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Eva  Schmitteckert (sister) 

50 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Kovács Edith  

51 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Kovács Bálint  

52 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Hedi Trippel 

53 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Ueli  Trippel 

54 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Andreas Trippel Trippel 

55 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Christina Trippel Trippel 

56 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Wolfram  Anderle  

57 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Kathrin  Strasser  

58 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Sabine  Matzinger 

59 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Samantha Snyder 

60 ACCOMPANYING PERSON Terje Tuisk 

61 AMBASSADOR Giovanni Sciola 

62 AMBASSADOR Goryana Lenkova 

63 AMBASSADOR Smiljana  Knez  

64 AMBASSADOR Feng  Xuan 

65 AMBASSADOR Christian  Autengruber 

66 AMBASSADOR Rachid  Makhloufi 

67 AMBASSADOR Alison  Kelly 

68 AMBASSADOR Alberts  Sarkanis 

69 AMBASSADOR Annika  Jagander 

70 AMBASSADOR Otakar  Fojt 

71 AMBASSADOR Elaine  Kelley 

72 AV TEAM - PRESS Daniela Vokounová 

73 AV TEAM - PRESS Stanislav Tvrznik 

74 AV TEAM - PRESS Simona Seifertová 

75 AV TEAM - PRESS Petr Seifert 

76 AV TEAM - PRESS Anne-Sonia PETITPREZ 

77 AV TEAM - PRESS Annelies LENAIN 

78 AV TEAM - PRESS Herman RUCIC 

79 AV TEAM - PRESS Laurent MASINI 

80 AV TEAM - PRESS Henri MICHIELS 

81 AV TEAM - PRESS Tania RABESANDRATANA 

82 AV TEAM - PRESS Pierre HOLLANDE 

83 AV TEAM - PRESS Christophe HANQUET 

84 AV TEAM - PRESS Marc VANVINKENROIJE 

85 AV TEAM - PRESS Anna Seifertová 
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86 CONTESTANT Thomas Steinlechner 

87 CONTESTANT Dominik Kovacs 

88 CONTESTANT Yuki Trippel 

89 CONTESTANT Lorenz Leutgeb 

90 CONTESTANT Moritz Wanzenböck 

91 CONTESTANT Uladzislau Paulovich 

92 CONTESTANT Raman  Paliakou 

93 CONTESTANT Maksim Bezrukov 

94 CONTESTANT Aliaksandr Stadolnik 

95 CONTESTANT Jasper D'Eer 

96 CONTESTANT Jonas Borgmans 

97 CONTESTANT Ekaterina Latinova 

98 CONTESTANT Hristo Staykov 

99 CONTESTANT Nikolay Dakov 

100 CONTESTANT Jessie MacAlpine 

101 CONTESTANT Klára Nováková 

102 CONTESTANT Kateřina Fialová 

103 CONTESTANT Michal Vyvlečka 

104 CONTESTANT Lukáš Červenka 

105 CONTESTANT Alexander Mørch 

106 CONTESTANT Martin Sørensen 

107 CONTESTANT Emilia Wódzka 

108 CONTESTANT Mohamed Mohamed 

109 CONTESTANT Aly Seisa 

110 CONTESTANT Mari Liis Pedak 

111 CONTESTANT Kristiin Resik 

112 CONTESTANT Martin Talvik 

113 CONTESTANT Alexander THANOS 

114 CONTESTANT Perttu Pölönen 

115 CONTESTANT Eero-Pekka Räty 

116 CONTESTANT Samuli Thomasson 

117 CONTESTANT Adrielle  RAKOTOMALALA 

118 CONTESTANT Aymeric Jacquin 

119 CONTESTANT Benjamin LAZARD 

120 CONTESTANT Fabian RAINOUARD 

121 CONTESTANT Margaux LE BRUN 

122 CONTESTANT Temur Chichua 

123 CONTESTANT Guram  Beraia 

124 CONTESTANT Ketevan Topchishvili 

125 CONTESTANT Michael Laue 

126 CONTESTANT Lennart Kleinwort 

127 CONTESTANT Daniel Pflueger 

128 CONTESTANT Áron Perez-Lopez 

129 CONTESTANT Donát Hegyesi 
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130 CONTESTANT Balázs Zsombori 

131 CONTESTANT YUELIN WANG 

132 CONTESTANT KaiZheng Li 

133 CONTESTANT Qinying Yi 

134 CONTESTANT Ciara Judge 

135 CONTESTANT Emer Hickey 

136 CONTESTANT Sophie Healy-Thow 

137 CONTESTANT Idan Dinovetsky 

138 CONTESTANT Ziv Boguslavsky 

139 CONTESTANT Bar Hickri 

140 CONTESTANT Victor Isarov 

141 CONTESTANT Emilio Dorigatti 

142 CONTESTANT Violetta Toto 

143 CONTESTANT Luca Maria Colombo Gomez 

144 CONTESTANT Daniele Maggioli 

145 CONTESTANT Gionata Pandini 

146 CONTESTANT Jekabs Fridmanis 

147 CONTESTANT Edgars Viziņš 

148 CONTESTANT Agnese Lice 

149 CONTESTANT Agnė  Gudaitė 

150 CONTESTANT Edvinas Misiukevičius 

151 CONTESTANT Akvilė Gintautaitė 

152 CONTESTANT Eglė Stonkutė 

153 CONTESTANT Daniela Ilie 

154 CONTESTANT Mika Schmit 

155 CONTESTANT Florian Maly 

156 CONTESTANT Joé Hoffmann 

157 CONTESTANT Ben Weber 

158 CONTESTANT Patrick Lux 

159 CONTESTANT Joachim Zammit 

160 CONTESTANT Matthew Attard 

161 CONTESTANT Hannah Ng 

162 CONTESTANT Maria  Zakharova 

163 CONTESTANT ALEKSANDER HORAWA 

164 CONTESTANT ARKADIUSZ JANKIEWICZ 

165 CONTESTANT MICHAŁ GUMIELA 

166 CONTESTANT RAFAŁ KOZIK 

167 CONTESTANT Soraia Gaspar 

168 CONTESTANT Jéssica Santos 

169 CONTESTANT Jéssica Marques 

170 CONTESTANT Sofia Fernandes 

171 CONTESTANT Pedro Oliveira 

172 CONTESTANT Ana Sofia Lopes 

173 CONTESTANT Pavel Kurbatskiy 
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174 CONTESTANT Vilena Savinova 

175 CONTESTANT Dmitrii Sukhotckii 

176 CONTESTANT Peter Kicko 

177 CONTESTANT Emília Petríková 

178 CONTESTANT Martin Sarker 

179 CONTESTANT Marko Stručić 

180 CONTESTANT Jure Fabjan 

181 CONTESTANT Tilen Komel 

182 CONTESTANT Hye Min Choi 

183 CONTESTANT JUNSU KWON 

184 CONTESTANT So Hyun Park 

185 CONTESTANT Ye-lim Shin 

186 CONTESTANT Bokyung Kim 

187 CONTESTANT Nayoon Yoo 

188 CONTESTANT Anna Olivé Abelló 

189 CONTESTANT Roger Ferran i Baños 

190 CONTESTANT Álvaro Mingote Lladó 

191 CONTESTANT Gonzalo Maortua Langdon 

192 CONTESTANT Jaime Fernández de Santaella Sunyer 

193 CONTESTANT Johanna Janebäck 

194 CONTESTANT Anton Olsson 

195 CONTESTANT Moa Berglund  

196 CONTESTANT* Martin Göök Johansson 

197 CONTESTANT Alex Hönger 

198 CONTESTANT Nicolas Mesot 

199 CONTESTANT Jasmin Allenspach 

200 CONTESTANT Lisa Corti 

201 CONTESTANT Lucia Ronchetti 

202 CONTESTANT Mila Roncoroni 

203 CONTESTANT MERT GÜLŞEN 

204 CONTESTANT Nur UZUNAY 

205 CONTESTANT Talha Durmuş 

206 CONTESTANT Ege Salman 

207 CONTESTANT ECEM EKER 

208 CONTESTANT Roman Trygub 

209 CONTESTANT* Illya Litkin 

210 CONTESTANT Frederick Turner 

211 CONTESTANT Zeyu Liu 

212 ESCORT Vitali Zhylko 

213 ESCORT Mira Van Thielen 

214 ESCORT Konstantin Delchev 

215 ESCORT Nayera El Assily 

216 ESCORT Margit Lehis 

217 ESCORT Gertraude Höfs 
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218 ESCORT Tuula Pihlajamaa 

219 ESCORT Gilles Camus 

220 ESCORT Beate Enzian 

221 ESCORT Gábor Ivánka 

222 ESCORT Xing Meng 

223 ESCORT Rita Gilad Shoshani 

224 ESCORT Yvonne Ng 

225 ESCORT Susana Chaves 

226 ESCORT Tatiana Romanova 

227 ESCORT Michal Šípoš 

228 ESCORT Jesús Jordá Pardo 

229 ESCORT Karl Larsson 

230 EUROPEAN COMMISSION Nathalie Perault 

231 EUROPEAN COMMISSION* Chiara Tripepi 

232 EUROPEAN COMMISSION Karen Slavin 

233 EUROPEAN COMMISSION Vera Fehnle 

234 EXHBITOR - Free Zone Intel eSuba   

235 EXHBITOR - Free Zone Intel eSuba   

236 EXHBITOR - Free Zone Intel eSuba   

237 EXHIBITOR Jana  Roithová (Science:its a girl thing) 

238 EXHIBITOR Lenka Mudrová (Science:its a girl thing) 

239 EXHIBITOR Michal  Pacvoň (Science:its a girl thing) 

240 EXHIBITOR Martina Juříková (Akademia film Olomouc) 

241 EXHIBITOR Martin Hlinovský (ČVUT (LEGO))   

242 EXHIBITOR Filip Kirschner (ČVUT (LEGO))   

243 EXHIBITOR Martin Samek (ČVUT (LEGO))   

244 EXHIBITOR Intel team 1   

245 EXHIBITOR Intel team 2   

246 EXHIBITOR Intel team 3   

247 EXHIBITOR Petra Zákravská (IQ Park) 

248 EXHIBITOR Petr Desenský (IQ Park) 

249 EXHIBITOR Jaroslav Bublík (KIICS) 

250 EXHIBITOR Milan Baxa (KIICS) 

251 EXHIBITOR Martina Fryčová (KIICS) 

252 EXHIBITOR Robert  Hořínek (KIICS) 

253 EXHIBITOR student ISSZIV KIICS 

254 EXHIBITOR student ISSZIV KIICS 

255 EXHIBITOR student ISSZIV KIICS 

256 EXHIBITOR student ISSZIV KIICS 

257 EXHIBITOR student ISSZIV KIICS 

258 EXHIBITOR student ISSZIV KIICS 

259 EXHIBITOR student ISSZIV KIICS 

260 EXHIBITOR student ISSZIV KIICS 

261 EXHIBITOR Ivana Češková (Planetarium) 
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262 EXHIBITOR Miroslav Otisk (Planetarium) 

263 EXHIBITOR Vojtěch Sysel (Planetarium) 

264 EXHIBITOR Barbora Hrušková (Planetarium) 

265 EXHIBITOR Karina Pešatová (PRACE) 

266 EXHIBITOR Aleš Ronovský (PRACE) 

267 EXHIBITOR Vít Vondrák (PRACE) 

268 EXHIBITOR David Horák (PRACE) 

269 EXHIBITOR Martin Peters (PRACE) 

270 EXHIBITOR David Henty (PRACE) 

271 EXHIBITOR Alexandra Hroncová (Scientists) 

272 EXHIBITOR Hanka Krouská (Scientists) 

273 EXHIBITOR Ondra Komžák (Scientists) 

274 EXHIBITOR Pepa Komžák (Scientists) 

275 EXHIBITOR Áňa Fabryová (Scientists) 

276 EXHIBITOR David Hurný (Scientists) 

277 EXHIBITOR Jirka Dolanský (Scientists) 

278 EXHIBITOR Radek Coufal (Scientists) 

279 EXHIBITOR Adam Čepa (Scientists) 

280 EXHIBITOR Nella Rozumová (Scientists) 

281 EXHIBITOR Veronika Mlčáková (RECETOX) 

282 EXHIBITOR Lisa Emily Melymuk (RECETOX) 

283 EXHIBITOR Ondřej Sáňka (RECETOX) 

284 EXHIBITOR Zuzana Rábová (RECETOX) 

285 EXHIBITOR Petra Macíková (RECETOX) 

286 EXHIBITOR Kateřina Šebková (RECETOX) 

287 EXHIBITOR Tomáš Moravec (Techmania) 

288 EXHIBITOR Václav Kopp (Techmania) 

289 EXHIBITOR Alena Šuldová (Techmania) 

290 EXHIBITOR Martin Strejc (VSCHT) 

291 EXHIBITOR Dana Bílková (VSCHT) 

292 EXHIBITOR Jiřina Haiderová (VSCHT) 

293 EXHIBITOR Jiří Kratochvíla (VSCHT) 

294 EXHIBITOR Michaela Škopíková (VSCHT) 

295 EXHIBITOR Lukáš Maryška (VSCHT) 

296 EXHIBITOR Patel Niketan Sarabhai (VSCHT) 

297 EXHIBITOR Ing. Alena Michalcová, Ph. D (VSCHT) 

298 EXHIBITOR doc. Ing. Pavel Novák (VSCHT) 

299 EXHIBITOR Ing. Čapek (VSCHT) 

300 EXHIBITOR Ing. Kubášek (VSCHT) 

301 EXHIBITOR First Aid 

302 GUEST Ray Lewis 

303 GUEST Elke Anklam 

304 GUEST Dagmara Lipińska 

305 GUEST Zoe   
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306 GUEST Anton Devishvili 

307 GUEST Magdalena Jezierska 

308 GUEST Robert  Grey 

309 GUEST Wendy Bell 

310 GUEST Viera Celecova 

311 GUEST Eva Blažková 

312 GUEST Anna  Lobanova 

313 GUEST Richard Myhill 

314 GUEST Nineta Majcen 

315 GUEST Jeremy Philpott 

316 GUEST Mark McCaughrean 

317 GUEST Ben Medlock 

318 GUEST Michael Londesborough 

319 GUEST Laurynas Pliuskys 

320 GUEST Gudrun Bachmann 

321 GUEST* Olympia Orfanidou 

322 GUEST Ricardo Carvalho 

323 GUEST Sven Baszio 

324 GUEST Robert  Piehl-Fridqvist 

325 GUEST Pekka Pellinen 

326 GUEST (Science: it's a girl thing!) LIVIU  OLARU 

327 GUEST (Science: it's a girl thing!) Alexandra VATAMANU 

328 GUEST (Science: it's a girl thing!) Carina Camară 

329 GUEST (Science: it's a girl thing!) FLORENTIN ANDROŞCĂ 

330 HOST ORGANIZER Jana Vyležichová 

331 HOST ORGANIZER Anna Barton 

332 HOST ORGANIZER Kateřina Sobotková 

333 HOST ORGANIZER Petr Borovský 

334 HOST ORGANIZER Michaela Báštěcká 

335 HOST ORGANIZER Petr  Štěpánovský 

336 HOST ORGANIZER Hana Hušková 

337 HOST ORGANIZER Zuzana Dobešová 

338 HOST ORGANIZER Markéta Doležalová 

339 HOST ORGANIZER Michaela Žaludová 

340 HOST ORGANIZER Vladislava Pospíšilová 

341 HOST ORGANIZER Monika Petržílková 

342 HOST ORGANIZER Martina Dulová 

343 INTEL ISEF Stanislav Medřický 

344 INTEL ISEF Beverly Belková 

345 INTEL ISEF Hana Janoušková 

346 INTEL ISEF Terje Tuisk 

347 INTEL ISEF Abraham Elmaagac 

348 INTEL ISEF Laszlo Antos  

349 INTEL ISEF Norbert Dobre 
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350 INTEL ISEF Dan Milici 

351 INTEL ISEF Jozef Ristvej 

352 INTEL ISEF Simona Tanase 

353 INTEL ISEF Charles Max 

354 INTEL ISEF Marta Puciłowska 

355 INTEL ISEF Àgueda Gras-Velázquez 

356 INTEL ISEF Barbara McAllister 

357 INTEL ISEF Tal Shemer 

358 INTEL ISEF Padriag O'Murchu 

359 INTEL ISEF Suraj Shah 

360 INTEL ISEF Tatiana Nanaieva 

361 INTEL ISEF Michal Dzoga 

362 INTEL ISEF Sheley Shott 

363 INTEL ISEF Pavel Kubu 

364 INTEL ISEF Jon  Price 

365 INTEL ISEF Iza  Pastuszynska 

366 JURY Luisa Pereira 

367 JURY Grant Philpott 

368 JURY Lina Tomasella 

369 JURY Karin Tonderski 

370 JURY Morton Lennholm 

371 JURY Milan  Macek 

372 JURY Estelle Mossou 

373 JURY Yann Ollivier 

374 JURY Evelyne Cottereau 

375 JURY Anthony Fagan 

376 JURY Robert  Hancké 

377 JURY Attila Borics 

378 JURY James Burrow 

379 JURY Peter Celec 

380 JURY Maria  Cordina 

381 JURY Maria Ana Viana-Baptista 

382 JURY Henrik Aronsson 

383 JURY Derek Bell 

384 MILSET Antoine van Ruymbeke 

385 MILSET Denisa Kalužová 

386 MILSET Petr Zapletal 

387 MILSET Zbyněk Šolc 

388 MILSET Miroslava Fatkova 

389 MILSET Milan  Škrabal 

390 MILSET Christiane Lorenz 

391 MILSET Reinhard Lorenz 

392 MILSET Sylvia Schoene 

393 MILSET Magnus Jensen 
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394 MILSET Cecilie Nøhr Pedersen 

395 MILSET Alain Tournier 

396 MILSET Fabien Negrier 

397 MILSET László  Antos 

398 MILSET Ibrahim Elmaagac 

399 MILSET Katarzyna Skawinska 

400 MILSET Salomé Matos 

401 MILSET Srdjan Verbic 

402 MILSET Vigor Majic 

403 MILSET Ksenia Salnikova 

404 MILSET Alexander Leontovich 

405 MILSET Beata Puobišová 

406 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Jana Breyer 

407 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Reni Barlow 

408 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Jana Ševcová 

409 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Sune Aebeloe 

410 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Tamar Khulordava 

411 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Mari Cahalane 

412 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Alberto Pieri 

413 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Mudīte Kalniņa 

414 NATIONAL ORGANIZER EMILIJA BUGAILIŠKIENĖ IŠTEKĖJUSI 

415 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Carlo Joseph Martin Hansen 

416 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Karl Agius 

417 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Sissel Marie Holmern 

418 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Jan Madey 

419 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Marija Osredkar 

420 NATIONAL ORGANIZER YOUNGMI KIM 

421 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Stefan Horisberger 

422 NATIONAL ORGANIZER AHMET OZBEN 

423 NATIONAL ORGANIZER OLEXANDER ROMANENKO 

424 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Elizabeth Chambers 

425 NATIONAL ORGANIZER Sharon  Snyder 

426 PRESS ČR Eva Hníková 

427 PRESS ČR Jutta Höhn 

428 PRESS ČR Helena Zdráhalová 

429 PRESS ČR Vladimír Šigut 

430 PRESS ČR Eva Vlčková 

431 PRESS INTERNATIONAL Imants Viksne 

432 PRESS INTERNATIONAL Virginija Vervečkaitė 

433 PRESS INTERNATIONAL Marc Ulieriu 

434 PRESS INTERNATIONAL Vital Sever 

435 PRESS INTERNATIONAL Paweł Wernicki 

436 PRESS INTERNATIONAL Tanja Traxler 

437 PRESS INTERNATIONAL Simon McGregor Wood 
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438 PRESS INTERNATIONAL Richard Perry 

439 PRESS INTERNATIONAL Ljubica  Urosevic 

440 PRESS INTERNATIONAL Rob Cameron 

441 STUDENT HELPER Leoš Cmarko 

442 STUDENT HELPER Klára Doležalová 

443 STUDENT HELPER Kateřina Kesnerová 

444 STUDENT HELPER Vojtěch Kika 

445 STUDENT HELPER Veronika Lobellová 

446 STUDENT HELPER Ondřej Mareček 

447 STUDENT HELPER Tomáš Molek 

448 STUDENT HELPER Kateřina Palkovská 

449 STUDENT HELPER Martin  Palkovský 

450 STUDENT HELPER Michal Roubalík 

451 STUDENT HELPER Lenka Roubíčková 

452 STUDENT HELPER Anna Soldánová 

453 STUDENT HELPER Jáchym Sýkora 

454 STUDENT HELPER Pavel  Švec 

455 STUDENT HELPER Tomáš Zeman 

456 STUDENT HELPER Simona Zimová 

457 STUDENT HELPER Jana Sotáková 

458 STUDENT HELPER David Pěgřímek 

459 STUDENT HELPER Miroslav Rapčák 

460 STUDENT HELPER Boleslav Zahradník 

461 VIP GUEST Patricia Reilly 

462 VIP GUEST Michal Urban 

463 VIP GUEST Ivo Svejkovský 

464 VIP GUEST Jiří Malý  

465 VIP GUEST Jiří Šafanda 

466 VIP GUEST Tomáš Wencel 

467 VIP GUEST Jana Jeřábková 

468 VIP GUEST Dalibor Štys 

469 VIP GUEST Alena Gajdůšková 

470 VIP GUEST Tomáš Hudeček 

471 VIP GUEST Jiří Rusnok 

472 VIP GUEST Milan  Štěch 

473 VIP GUEST Jiří Drahoš 

474 VIP GUEST Oldřich Lomecký 

475 VIP GUEST Tomáš Hruda 
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ACCOMPANYING PERSON 60 

 

 
AMBASSADOR 11 

 

 
AV TEAM - PRESS 14 

 

 
CONTESTANT 126 

 

 
ESCORT 18 

 

 
EUROPEAN COMMISSION 4 

 

 
EXHIBITOR 68 

 

 
GUEST 28 

 

 
INTEL ISEF 23 

 

 
JURY 18 

 

 
MILSET 22 

 

 
NATIONAL ORGANIZER 20 

 

 
PRESS INTERNATIONAL 10 

 

 
PRESS ČR 5 

 

 
STUDENT HELPER 20 

 

 
VIP GUEST 15 

 

 
HOST ORGANIZER 13 

 

 
In Total 475 

 

     

NOTE: The list reflects all registered participants to EUCYS 2013. Event logistics and services were planned on the basis of 

the registered numbers of participants in each category. In addition to the participants listed above, c. 3000 members of 

the general public attended the parts of the contest that were open to public visitors.
 

 

*
The 2 contestants, 1 guest and 1 member of the EC marked by asterisk in the list above were unable to attend the contest at the last 

minute.  
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CONTESTANTS JURY MILSETNO / ESCORTS INTEL ISEF PUBLICTIME PLACE

FRIDAY 20th September 2013

Arrival day

Information Desk Registration Registration - -Registration

Contest Zone Setting up stands Setting up stands - --

Catering Zone Lunch Lunch - -Lunch

Hotels Check In Check In - -Check In

 Lecture Hall Past Winners´ Presentations Past Winners´ Presentations - --

 Catering Zone Welcome dinner Welcome dinner - -Welcome dinner

08:00 - 21:00

08:00 - 21:00

12:30 - 14:00

14:00 - 24:00

18:00 - 19:00

19:00 - 21 :00

CONTESTANTS JURY MILSETNO / ESCORTS INTEL ISEF PUBLICTIME PLACE

SATURDAY 21st September 2013

08:00 - 10:00 Information Desk Registration Registration -Registration -

Contest Zone Setting up stands Setting up stands -- -

Contest Zone VIPs visit stands - EUCYSJury meeting (Jury room) Public Zone open  
to the public 

Catering Zone Lunch Lunch Programme (Hotel Expo)Lunch Public Zone open  
to the public 

Contest Zone 1st round of judging - Programme (Hotel Expo) 1st round of judging Contest Zone open to  
the public

Incheba Expo Praha

Catering Zone

Krizik’s fountain

Free time - Programme (Hotel Expo) Jury meeting (Jury room)

Dinner Dinner Programme (Hotel Expo) Dinner

Opening Ceremony Opening Ceremony Opening CeremonyOpening Ceremony Opening Ceremony

Arrival day

Public Zone open  
to the public 

-

-

08:00 - 10:00

10:00 - 11:30

11:30 - 13:30

13:30 - 16:30

16:30 - 18:00

18:00 - 19:00

20:00 - 22:45

CONTESTANTS JURY MILSETNO / ESCORTS INTEL ISEF PUBLICTIME PLACE

SUNDAY 22nd September 2013

09:00 - 12:00 Contest Zone 2nd round of judging - - Contest Zone open to  
the public2nd round of judging

Catering Zone Lunch Lunch Programme (Hotel Expo) Public Zone open  
to the public Lunch

Lecture Hall EPO lecture EPO lecture Programme (Hotel Expo) Public Zone open  
to the public Jury meeting (Jury room)

Contest Zone 3rd round of judging - Departure day Programme (Hotel Expo) Contest Zone open to  
the public3rd round of judging

Lecture Hall SwiftKey lecture SwiftKey lecture - Public Zone open  
to the public Jury meeting (Jury room)

Incheba Expo Praha

Senate of the Parliament  
of the Czech Republic 

Senate of the Parliament  
of the Czech Republic 

Transfer to Senate

Dinner

Transfer to hotels

Transfer to Senate

Dinner

Transfer to hotels

Transfer to Senate

Dinner

Transfer to hotels

-

-

-

Transfer to Senate

Dinner

Transfer to hotels

11:30 - 13:00

13:00 - 14:00

14:00 - 17:00

17:00 - 18:00

19:30

20:00 - 22:00

22:00

CONTESTANTS JURY MILSETNO / ESCORTS INTEL ISEF PUBLICTIME PLACE

MONDAY 23rd September 2013

Contest Zone 4th round of judging - -4th round of judging Contest Zone open to  
the public

Catering Zone Lunch Lunch -Lunch Public Zone open  
to the public

Lecture Hall

Lecture Hall

EIROforum lecture

Academy of Sciences lecture

EIROforum lecture

Academy of Sciences lecture

-

-

Jury meeting (Jury room)

-

Public Zone open  
to the public

Public Zone open  
to the public

Contest Zone 5th round of judging - -5th round of judging Contest Zone open to  
the public

Contest Zone

Hotel Josef

Catering Zone

Incheba Expo Praha

Prague City Centre

Prague City Centre

Dismantling stands Dismantling stands --

- - -Jury meeting & dinner

Dinner

Transfer to City Centre

Dinner

Transfer to City Centre

-

-

-

-

Guided walking tour

Transfer to hotels

Guided walking tour

Transfer to hotels

-

-

Guided walking tour

Transfer to hotels

Dinner

Transfer to City Centre

-

-

Programme (Hotel Expo) 

Programme (Hotel Expo) 

Programme (Hotel Expo) 

Programme (Hotel Expo) 

Programme (Hotel Expo) 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

09:00 - 12:00

11:30 - 13:00

13:00 - 13:45

13:45 - 14:30

14:30 - 17:30

17:30 - 19:00

18:00 - 22:00

18:30 - 20:00

20:30

21:00 - 22:00

22:00

CONTESTANTS JURY MILSETNO / ESCORTS INTEL ISEF PUBLICTIME PLACE

TUESDAY 24th September 2013

Morning Hotels Free time Free time - -Free time

Hotels Brunch Brunch - -Brunch

Hotels            Transfer to Bethlehem 
Chapel

Transfer to Bethlehem  
Chapel - -Transfer to Bethlehem  

Chapel

Bethlehem Chapel

Bethlehem Chapel

Award Ceremony

Transfer to hotels

Award Ceremony

-

-

-

-

-

Award Ceremony

-

Bethlehem Chapel Press Conference (winners) Press Conference - Departure day -Press Conference

SaSaZu

SaSaZu

Farewell Party

Shuttle bus to hotels

Farewell Party

Shuttle bus to hotels

-

-

-

-

-

Farewell Party

Shuttle bus to hotels

10:00 - 11:30

11:50

13:00 - 15:00

15:15

15:30 - 16:30

19:00 - 24 :00

22:30 - 24 :00

CONTESTANTS JURY MILSETNO / ESCORTS INTEL ISEF PUBLICTIME PLACE

WEDNESDAY 25th September 2013

All day - Departure Departure - - -Departure

 
-

Hotels

Hotels

Dinner

Transfer to SaSaZu

Dinner

Transfer to SaSaZu

Dinner

Transfer to SaSaZu

17:30 - 18:30

18:40

-

-

09:30 - 11:00 Lecture Hall - National Organizers Meeting - --

Bethlehem Chapel Transfer to hotels (winners) Transfer to hotels -Transfer to hotels16:45
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EUCYS 2013 Programme for Schools and Public Visits 

As part of EUCYS 2013, an area of the contest venue was set aside as a “public zone”. In this area 

numerous interactive science exhibits were displayed, from scientific institutions and organisations 

throughout the Czech Republic and abroad. A brochure was produced and sent to schools to inform 

them about this event. This brochure has been submitted separately to the European Commission.  

The zone was also the focus of our local media campaign entitled “Věda Jede”. 

The zone was open to the general public, free of charge, as follows: 

 Saturday 21 September from 10:00 to 18:00

 Sunday 22 September from 09:00 to 18:00

 Monday 23 September from 09:00 to 17:30

In total, more than 3000 members of the general public, in addition to registered participants of 

EUCYS 2013, visited the zone. These public visitors included class visits from more than 10 primary 

and secondary schools.  

In addition to the exhibits in the “public zone”, visitors and school groups were able to look at all the 

project displays by EUCYS 2013 contestants, and talk to the teams about their projects.  

The exhibits in the “public zone” included: 

Planetarium 

The mobile Planetarium from the Technical University of Ostrava enabled visitors to enjoy 
live annotated space-flights, cosmic fairy tales and educational exhibits.   
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iQpark 
 

iQpark from Liberec brought to EUCYS public zone just a small proportion of the hundreds of 
interactive scientific exhibits that can be seen in their main centre, focused on natural 
sciences, physics, maths and chemstry.  
 

 

  
Faculty of Science, Charles University in Prague and www.přírodovědci.cz 
 
The Faculty of Science of Charles University, in collaboration with prirodovedci.cz, 
entertained visitors to EUCYS with a molecular bar – showing off the science of cooking with 
tools from the science lab and ingredients from the food industry. They also brought their 

http://www.přírodovědci.cz/
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“Fear Factor” exhibition where visitors could learn more about amazing animals from East 
Asia, an exhibition of minerals and fossils, and plenty of other fascinating activities.    

  

 
 
RECETOX 
 
RECETOX is an independent Research Centre for Toxic Compounds in the Environment within 
Masaryk University, Brno. The centre investigates contamination of the atmosphere, water, 
soil, food and biota. At EUCYS, visitors were able to discover some of their research and try it 
out for themselves.  
 

 
  
Techmania Science Centre 
 
Techmania is based on the principle that science can be fun, and offered visitors exhibits 
that explain a particular mathematical or physical principle by means of hands-on activities.  
The interactivity involves visitors to make the exhibits move, so that the natural principle is 
demonstrated. Each visitor can learn through their own experience of these activities.  
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KiiCS – Knowledge Incubation in Innovation and Creation for Science 
 
KiiCS is a three-year European FP7 project aimed at stimulating creativity and innovation 
through new forms of interaction between arts and science. KiiCS wants to bring science 
closer to society, especially to young people, by promoting the creative character of science 
and underlining its practical applications for everyday routine. At EUCYS, visitors had the 
chance to try out creative activities in the field of clothing design.  
 

 
 
 
Institute of Chemical Technology, Prague 
 
Welcome to the world of Modern Chemistry! The Institute of Chemical Technology in Prague 
is the biggest educational institute of its kind in Central Europe. At EUCYS, the institute 
offered visitors the chance to interact with the latest techniques in chemical technology.  
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Czech Technical University in Prague and Lego Mindstorms 
 
The Faculty of Electrical Engineering (Czech Technical University in Prague), department of 
Control Engineering, brought to EUCYS an exhibition of LEGO robots, designed by its 
students. A Rubik’s cube solver and balance-maintaining robts were among those featured.  
 

 
  
INTEL  
 
Intel, the world leader in silicon innovation, devlops technologies, products and initiatives to 
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continually advance how people live. Intel brought a computer corner to EUCYS, at which 
visitors could try out a range of their innovative technological products.  

 
  
EIROforum 
 
The EIROforum stand displayed information about the 8 largest intergovernmental research 
organisations, which together make up the EIROforum partnership: CERN, EFDA-JET, EMBL, 
ESA, ESO, ESRF, European XFEL and ILL. These organisations operate some of the largest 
research infrastructures in Europe devoted to the exploration of key questions on the origin 
and the evolution of matter and biological life in our Universe, enabling European scientists 
to engage in truly cutting-edge research and be competitive on a global scale.  
  

      

European Commission – Responsible Research and Innovation and Science: it’s a girl thing! 
The European Commission’s exhibition provided visitors with information about the concept 
of Responsible Research and Innovation, which responds to the aspirations and ambitions of 
European citizens. Responsible Research and Innovation is based on the engagement of the 
whole society in the research and innovation process, on equality between women and men, 
on new methods in science, on the principle of making research results available to all, and 
on the respect of fundamental rights.  
 
Science: it’s a girl thing! is the European Commission’s campaign to encourage girls to study 
science. At their stand visitors could complete a quiz to discover their “inner researcher”, 
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view the campaign website, and see an exhibition of the best photos from the campaign’s 
photo contest “What does science mean to you?” and talk to some of the contest’s winners.  

  
 

 
  

 
PRACE (Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe)  
 
The PRACE stand showcased how High Performance Computing or Supercomputing is 
leading innovation in many sectors and how it impacts our lives on a daily basis. Visitors 
were able to play the astrophysics themed Dare to Think the Impossible video game, interact 
with proteins using Molecular Dynamics, and even design their own dinosaurs and watch 
them run!  
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Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic 
 
This exhibition presented some of the most interesting projects and initiatives from the 
Academy’s research institutes across the Czech Republic.  
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Dissemination and Communication Plan 

MS32: Preparation of the communication plan 

In accordance with the proposals approved in the Grant Agreement, a communication plan 

for EUCYS 2013 was formed which was implemented by the Host Organising team in 

collaboration with the external graphic design team Magic Hole and media and advertising 

companies. The Communication plan and Media plan have been submitted separately to the 

European Commission. 

MS33 and MS34: Creation of the dissemination and advertising materials 

The first step in the communications process was the production of designs for promotional 

materials in EUCYS visual style, starting with the official EUCYS 2013 poster and website. 
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Continuing through advertising banners and boards, press folders and presentation 

materials, the contest catalogue and practical guide, the public zone brochure, the special 

25th Anniversary newspaper, roll-ups, graphics for the decoration of the contest venue, and 

promotional items such as t-shirts, pens, bags, stickers, pins, wristbands, notepads. These 

materials were designed and produced gradually throughout the development of the 

project, from February through to September 2013.  

Once the visual style had been established, other communication activities were launched, 

these included the website; Twitter, Facebook and You Tube pages (run centrally by the 

European Commission, in collaboration with the Host Organising team), web-based 

advertising on the Host Organiser’s site, Incheba Expo Praha website, Ministry of Education, 

Youth and Sports website, CzechInvest website and other partners. 
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In June a breakfast with journalists was organised as the first press conference event, to 

attract the interest of journalists in covering EUCYS and in attending the event itself. The 
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breakfast briefing was given by the President of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech 

Republic, the Chief Manager of EUCYS 2013, a representative of the Ministry of Education, 

Youth and Sports, and a previous Czech winner of EUCYS 2010. The event was attended by 

25 journalists and media representatives.  

 

 

In the same month, letters were issued to hundreds of schools around the Czech Republic, 

via the contact network of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports, informing them of 

the possibility to visit the Contest in September.  
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MS35 Producing the EUCYS 2013 catalogue 

During July and August the Contest Catalogue contents and graphics were finalised and 

proofread and the Practical Guide was produced. The full Contest Catalogue constitutes 

Deliverable 7.2 – Contest Catalogue which has been submitted electronically to the 

European Commission and was delivered in hard copy to all participants of the Contest. The 

Practical Guide is available to download from the EUCYS 2013 website, and has been 

separately submitted to the European Commission.  

 

In August 2013 large billboard advertisements for the Contest were displayed in key 

locations on Prague’s highways, and information regarding the possibility of accreditation for 

local journalists was made public on the website, together with downloadable PR materials.  
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In September 2013 for the whole month a major publicity campaign was launched in the city 

of Prague, via advertisement in the public transport system, and spots and features on radio 

and television thanks to EUCYS 2013’s main media partners, Czech Radio and Czech 

Television.  

In the city of Prague and in the Prague city transport there were placed: 

- 56 JCDecaux Citylights 

- 230 JCDecaux metro frames (49x49 cm) in Prague metro line A and B (inside the 

train) 

- 180 JCDecaux metro frames (106x19 cm) in Prague metro line C (inside the train) 

- 50 JCDecaux metro frames B1 (70x100 cm) in Prague metro stations  

- 70 JCDecaux outdoor tram foils (220x60 cm) on Prague trams 

- 1 JCDecaux tramboard (510x240 cm) 

- 2000 JCDecaux tram handles in Prague trams 
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In the most frequent Prague areas (main bus, train and metro stations) and their 

neighbourhood the following were affixed: 

- 5 RailReklam Citylights 118,5 x 175 cm 

- 3 RailReklam Variaposters 250 x 119 cm 

- 7 RailReklam Billboards 510 x 240 cm 
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In the centre of Prague 1 in the area around the Academy of Sciences central building, 25 

ERFLEX outdoor banners were displayed: 

- 2  outdoor Flex banners (67 x 90 cm) 

- 10 outdoor Horizont banners (43 x 92 cm) 

- 13 OutBanners (50 x 200 cm) 
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Schools were once again contacted in writing through the network of the Ministry of 

Education, Youth and Sports, and were sent a brochure containing details of the exhibits to 

be included in the public zone at EUCYS 2013, in addition to the contestants’ project 

exhibition. This brochure has been submitted separately to the European Commission.  

A further press conference was held on 19th September, the day before the start of the 

Contest. The press conference was hosted by the President of the Academy of Sciences and 

was attended by more than 20 media representatives as well as organising staff, student 

helpers and two previous winners of the contest.  
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During the contest a press centre was run at the contest venue where communications staff 

from the European Commission and from the Host Organising team were available to assist 

journalists in arranging interviews with participants, finding information about projects and 

about the Contest, and with their practical needs. All journalists attending the Contest 

received a press kit including a presentation folder, documents about the Contest, the 

Contest catalogue, and promotional items. A special 25th Anniversary EUCYS newspaper was 

also published during the Contest, and handed out to all participants, including journalists. 

For those journalists not in attendance at the Contest in person, the Opening ceremony and 

Award ceremony were both streamed live on the internet, and daily updates on the website 

included summaries of the day’s activities, video and photographic material.  

The closing press conference was held in the Bethlehem Chapel, following the Award 

Ceremony. All winning contestants attended as well as all EUCYS-accredited journalists, both 

national and international. The press conference was moderated by Mr Marek Eben, 

moderator of the Opening and Award ceremonies, and speakers included the Minister of 

Education, Youth and Sports, the President of the Academy of Sciences, the Chief Manager 

of EUCYS 2013 and Patricia Reilly, representing the European Commissioner for Research, 

Innovation and Science. Journalists were given the opportunity to interview winning 

contestants, and the whole event was conducted bilingually in English and Czech, with 

translation. Press releases were also available in both English and Czech announcing the 

winners of the contest.  
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Both during and following the end of the contest, news articles appeared in major 

newspapers regarding the contest and looking in detail at some of the contestants’ projects. 

These articles were monitored and a list was submitted to the European Commission. 
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A radio interview with the President of the Academy of Sciences and with the Chief Manager 

of EUCYS took place two days after the end of the Contest, broadcast nationally on Czech 

Radio.  

All photos and videos from the contest were published on the Contest website, as well as a 

selection being posted on YouTube and Facebook.  

A post-production brochure was produced after the contest, comprising a description of 

EUCYS 2013, photographs from the Contest, and the names of all the winning contestants 

and their projects. This brochure is in both English and Czech, and is accompanied by a DVD 

containing three videos from the Contest. The brochure was sent to all National Organisers, 

to the European Commission for their own distribution, to sponsors and partners of EUCYS 

2013, prize donor organizations, and other institutions and organizations that may be 

interested in seeing this overview of EUCYS 2013 and its results, and perhaps being involved 

with the contest in future. This brochure is found as Appendix 1 to the Publishable Summary.  
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VIP Participant List 

1 VIP GUEST Patricia Reilly European Comission, Member of the Cabinet 
Geoghegan-Quinn 

2 VIP GUEST Michal Urban Director of Youth Department, Ministry of Education, 
Youth and Sports 

3 VIP GUEST Ivo Svejkovský Director of the Division of Extrenal Relations, CAO, 
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic 

4 VIP GUEST Jiří Malý Director of the Centre of Administration and 
Operations of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech 
Republic 

5 VIP GUEST Jiří Šafanda Vice President, Academy Council, Academy of 
Sciences of the Czech Republic 

6 VIP GUEST Tomáš Wencel Diresctor of the Financial Department, CAO, Academy 
of Sciences of the Czech Republic 

7 VIP GUEST Jana Jeřábková Director of Finances, Head Office, Academy of 
Sciences of the Czech Republic 

8 VIP GUEST Dalibor Štys Minister of Education, Youth and Sports 

9 VIP GUEST Alena Gajdůšková 1st Vice President of the Senate of the Czech 
Parliament 

10 VIP GUEST Tomáš Hudeček Mayor of Prague 

11 VIP GUEST Jiří Rusnok Prime Minister 

12 VIP GUEST Milan Štěch President of the Senate of the Parliament of the 
Czech Republic 

13 VIP GUEST Jiří Drahoš President of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech 
Republic 

14 VIP GUEST Oldřich Lomecký Mayor of Prague 1 

15 VIP GUEST Tomáš Hruda Representative of the Ministry of Education, Youth 
and Sports 
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EUCYS 2013 Final Sponsors List 

Institutional support 

Main media partners 

Partners 

http://www.rozhlas.cz/
http://www.ceskatelevize.cz/
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Graphic design 

  

 
 
Patrons 
 
Máire Geoghegan-Quinn 
European Commissioner for Research, Innovation and Science 
 
Miloš Zeman 
President of the Czech Republic 
 
Miroslava Němcová 
Chair of the Chamber of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic 
 
Milan Štěch 
President of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic 
 
Alena Gajdůšková 
1st Vice President of the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic 
 
Dalibor Štys 
Minister of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic 
 
Tomáš Hudeček 
Mayor of the City of Prague 
 
 

https://cs-cz.facebook.com/pages/Magic-Hole-Creative-Group/565462896802486
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Detailed description of Host Country Special Donated Prizes 

Four special donated prizes were donated by the Host Organiser and associated sponsors of this 

year’s contest. The details of these four special donated prizes are given below.  

1. President of the Academy of Sciences’ Prize

The prize donated by the Academy of Sciences (Host Organiser of EUCYS 2013) consisted of a

5-day internship at one of the Chemistry institutes of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech

Republic, including travel and accommodation. The prize was awarded by the Jury to an

individual project in Chemistry. The conditions of the prize were further that the contestant

must be aged over 18 at the time of the contest, must be from an EU member state, and that

the internship should take place in 2013.

2. President of the Senate’s Prize

The prize donated by the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, as part of their

support of EUCYS 2013, consisted of a 5-day visit to the International Relations department

of the Senate, including travel and accommodation. The prize was awarded by the Jury to an

individual project in Social Sciences, judged to have the most beneficial use. The conditions

of the prize were further that the contestant must be aged over 18 at the time of the

contest, must be from an EU member state, and that the internship should take place in

2013. 

3. Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports Prize for Talent

The prize donated by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic, as

part of their support of EUCYS 2013, consisted of a financial award of 1,000 euros. The prize

was awarded by the Jury to a project in Engineering, judged to have the most beneficial use

in practice.

4. Mayor of Prague 1 Prize for Innovation

The prize donated by the Mayor of Prague 1, as part of his support of EUCYS 2013, consisted

of a financial award of 1,000 euros. The prize was awarded by the Jury to the project judged

to be most innovative at EUCYS 2013.
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Stěžejní náplní práce evropské komisařky pro výzkum,  

inovace a vědu je zajistit, aby výzkum a inovace zaujímaly 

prioritní postavení v evropském politickém programu  

a v neposlední řadě rovněž dostatek financí pro jejich další 

rozvoj. investice do rozvoje vzdělanosti, vědy, výzkumu  

a především lidského kapitálu se jeví jako nejefektivnější.  

letošní účastníci soutěže prokázali, že jsou schopni udržovat 

evropský výzkum na excelentní úrovni a prostřednictvím  

inovací pomáhají v růstu a tvorbě pracovních míst, 

které potřebujeme pro trvale udržitelný rozvoj. eUCYS 

je nezapomenutelným přínosem pro účastníky soutěže  

z hlediska zvýšení jejich motivace pro další vědeckou kariéru 

a rovněž pro multikulturní zážitek, který bezpochyby nabízí. 

dovolte mi poděkovat Akademii věd ČR a jejímu Středisku 

společných činností AV ČR za hostování eUCYS 2013.  

25. ročník měl díky skvělé organizaci a podpoře obrovský 

úspěch

As the european Commissioner for Research, innovation 

and Science, it is my job to ensure that research and 

innovation stay at the top of the european political agenda,  

so that we continue to invest in them. this also means  

investing  in people – like the outstanding participants  

in this year’s contest – who are capable of making the 

next generation break-throughs that will not only maintain  

europe’s research excellence but also, through innovation,  

create the growth and jobs we need for a sustainable and  

secure future. the eU Contest is of great benefit to the  

participants, both in terms of increasing their motivation 

for science, and also for  the unforgettable multi-cultural  

experience that it provides. the Czech Republic can be 

proud of its association with the contest. i would like to 

thank the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic and 

its Centre of Administration and operations, for hosting 

eUCYS 2013. the 2013 contest was a huge success thanks,  

in no small part, to their excellent organisation and support. 

Máire  
GeoGheGAn-Quinn
evropská komisařka pro  
výzkum, inovace a vědu  
european Commissioner  
for Research, innovation  
and Science
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Jsem velmi potěšen, že právě jubilejní 25. ročník soutěže 

eUCYS 2013 se konal v samém srdci evropy, v České  

republice, a dosáhl velkého úspěchu nejen u samotných 

soutěžících, mladých talentovaných studentů, ale rovněž 

u evropské komise a odborné veřejnosti. moje poděkování 

patří celému organizačnímu týmu ze Střediska společných 

činností AV ČR za svědomitou a příkladnou práci, bez  

níž by soutěž nepochybně nedosáhla takového věhlasu. 

Pevně věřím, že všichni zainteresovaní prožili týden nabytý 

novými znalostmi, zkušenostmi a prožitky a odvezli si z Prahy 

nezapomenutelné zážitky. Jsem přesvědčen, že soutěž byla 

výchozím bodem pro cenné výměny myšlenek, navázání 

nových přátelství, spolupráci a četných mezinárodních 

iniciativ. Přeji letošním finalistům mnoho úspěchů v další 

vědecké kariéře a věřím, že jejich potenciál bude doceněn 

mnoha předními vědeckými institucemi v evropě a také  

v ČR. 

iam delighted that the jubilee 25th year of the european 

Union Contest for Young Scientists was held right  

in the heart of europe, here in the Czech Republic, and was  

a great success not only for the talented young students 

who competed for prizes, but also for the european  

Commission and all those who visited or took part in the 

week’s events. i am grateful to the organizing team from 

our Centre of Administration and operations, for their  

thorough and exemplary work without which the contest 

could not have been such a success. i am sure that all 

who took part in the week’s events will have acquired new  

knowledge and skills, and taken home from Prague plenty  

of unforgettable memories of their new experiences.  

i am also convinced that this contest will have been  

the starting point for numerous valuable exchanges  

of ideas, friendships, and collaborative initiatives. i wish 

this year’s finalists much success in their scientific careers, 

and trust that their potential will be recognised by many  

of europe’s leading institutions, not least here in the Czech 

Republic. 

Jiří  
DrAhoš
Předseda Akademie věd ČR  
President of the Academy  
of Sciences of the  
Czech Republic
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Ministerstvo školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy každoročně 

vysílá  přes 70 soutěžících na různé mezinárodní soutěže. 

Zároveň se také snaží podporovat pořádání mezinárodních 

soutěží v České republice, protože každá takto dobře 

zorganizovaná mezinárodní soutěž přináší nové zkušenosti, 

podporuje navazování dalších kontaktů a posiluje prestiž 

České republiky v mezinárodním kontextu. Význam a rozsah 

eUCYS však převyšoval všechny mezinárodní soutěže, 

které se v České republice v poslední době konaly. Chtěl 

bych proto moc poděkovat Akademii věd ČR, že v relativně 

krátkém čase sestavila dobře fungující organizační tým pod 

vedením paní Sobotkové, který odvedl velmi profesionální 

práci. díky tomu se podařilo připravit soutěžícím, rozhodčím 

i ostatním delegátům nezapomenutelnou soutěž, kterou lze 

podle jejich ohlasů hodnotit jako velmi úspěšnou. Věřím, 

že zkušenosti s pořádáním takto významné akce a nově 

navázané kontakty dobře využijeme při plánování dalších 

projektů na podporu talentovaných mladých lidí.

The ministry of education, Youth and Sports sends more 

than 70 competitors to various international contests.  

it also seeks to promote the organisation of 

international contests in the Czech Republic, as every 

well-organised international competition brings new 

experiences, supports the establishment of new 

contacts, and enhances the Czech Republic’s prestige 

internationally. eUCYS was larger and more significant, 

however, than any other international competition  

recently organised in the Czech Republic. i would  

therefore like to thank the Academy of Sciences  

of the Czech Republic very much for having, in a relatively  

short period of time, set up a well-functioning  

organising team under the leadership of dr. Sobotková,  

who did an extremely professional job. the contest 

they prepared was as a result a memorable experience  

for the contestants, jury members and other participants, 

and was, as their feedback testifies, a very successful event.  

i believe that the experience of having organised such  

a significant contest, together with the new contacts we  

have made as a result, will be put to excellent use in the  

future planning of further projects to support talented 

young people.

MichAl  
urbAn
Ředitel odboru pro mládež  
mŠmt ČR  
director of Youth  
department, ministry of  
education Youth and Sports
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Dovolte mi, abych vám dala znovu nahlédnout do klání 

soutěže eUCYS a připomněla jedinečné chvíle, které soutěž 

nabídla nejen talentovaným studentům, ale i evropské  

komisi, členům mezinárodní poroty, návštěvníkům  

a organizátorům eUCYS 2013. Jsem velmi potěšena, 

že Akademie věd se zhostila této prestižní soutěže 

se ctí a úspěchem. Bylo úžasné vidět vzrušení  

a nadšení všech, kteří byli soutěži přítomni, či se do 

organizace jakkoliv zapojili. Úroveň vědeckého talentu  

a energie mladých studentů byla ohromující a je mi  

potěšením v závěru brožury, kterou držíte v ruce, 

ukázat některé fascinující nápady a inovativní 

projekty, které získaly nejvyšší ocenění. Při této 

příležitosti rovněž děkuji všem, kteří se na přípravách  

a organizaci eUCYS 2013 podíleli, v neposlední řadě pak  

evropské komisi a všem sponzorům, partnerům  

a příznivcům.

As chief manager of eUCYS 2013, i would like to 

invite you to explore, or perhaps relive, within the pages  

of this brochure, the wonderful experiences that the 25th 

edition of the contest offered, not only to the talented 

student contestants, but also to european Commission 

representatives, jury members, visitors, organisers and 

collaborators alike. i am delighted that the Academy  

of Sciences was given the honour of hosting this prestigious 

contest, and did so with such success.  it was wonderful 

to see the excitement and enthusiasm of all those involved 

in this year’s contest. the level of scientific talent and 

energy was astounding, and we are pleased to offer you  

a glimpse at the end of this brochure, of some of the 

incredible ideas and innovative projects that were awarded 

top prizes by this year’s contest jury. i would like to take 

this opportunity to thank all who were involved in making  

eUCYS 2013 such a success, not least the european 

Commission and all our sponsors, partners and supporters.

KATeřinA  
SoboTKová 
Hlavní manažer  
projektu eUCYS 2013  
Chief manager  
of eUCYS 2013
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eUCYS (european Union Contest for Young Scientists)  

je prestižní mezinárodní soutěž nejlepších projektů mladých 

talentovaných vědců z oblasti přírodních, technických  

i společenských věd. Soutěže se účastní mladí výzkum-

níci z řad studentů ve věku od 14 do 21 let z celé evropy  

i z mnoha mimoevropských zemí (např. USA, Jižní Korea 

nebo nový Zéland). Soutěžit mohou jak jednotlivci, tak 

malé týmy složené maximálně ze třech studentů. Účastníci 

eUCYSu mají za sebou vítězství v národních vědeckých 

soutěžích, což zaručuje soutěži vysoký standard. Rovněž 

se v rámci soutěže studentům nabízí jedinečná možnost 

diskutovat o své práci s výzkumníky, kteří patří ke světové 

špičce.eUCYS je pořádán evropskou komisí od roku 

1989 a každoročně se koná v jiném evropském hostitel-

ském městě. Je součástí širšího programu evropské unie  

(european Union’s wider Science and Society Programme), 

jehož snahou je zlepšit povědomí evropanů o vědě, vědecké 

komunitě a její činnosti a řešit problém mladých lidí, kteří 

se odvracejí od vědeckých studií a profesí. Hlavním cílem 

je vzbudit a podpořit zájem mladých lidí o vědu a vědeckou 

kariéru, přilákat více mladých lidí ke kariéře v oblasti vědy  

a podpořit spolupráci vědců na mezinárodní úrovni.

10
11
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eUCYS (the european Union Contest for Young Scientists) 

is a prestigious international competition at which young 

talented scientists, present their own research projects 

in the natural, technical and social sciences. Contestants 

are science students aged 14-21, from  across europe 

and several non-european countries (such as the USA, 

South Korea and new Zealand). Students may present 

projects individually or as teams of up to three contestants. 

Contestants qualify for participation in eUCYS only by  

winning (with the same project) a national science 

competition in their own country, guaranteeing the  

extremely high quality of research seen at the contest.  

the contest also offers the students the opportunity 

to meet world class researchers in their various 

scientific fields, and discuss their work with them. 

eUCYS is an initiative of the european Commission, 

which since its foundation in 1989 takes place every 

year, and each time in a different european host city.  

Part of the wider Science and Society Programme, the aim  

of the contest is to promote cooperation and interchange 

between young scientistsand guide them towards a future 

career in science and technology.





eUCYS 2013



organizátorem prestižního ročníku eUCYS 2013 

byla za Českou republiku jmenována Akademie věd 

ČR, spolupořadatelem ministerstvo školství, mládeže  

a tělovýchovy ČR. Jubilejní 25. ročník se konal v Praze  

ve dnech 20. - 25. září 2013 v levém křídle Průmyslového 

paláce na Výstavišti v Praze. mezinárodní přehlídka projektů 

mladých talentovaných vědců se konala v Praze vůbec  

poprvé v historii soutěže. Realizací 25. ročníku bylo pověřeno 

Středisko společných činností AV ČR. na Výstaviště  

v Praze-Holešovicích se sjelo celkem 124 soutěžících  

z 37 zemí světa. Vítězové národních vědeckých soutěží se  

v Praze utkali nejen o vysoké finanční odměny, ale také  

o stáže v mezinárodních výzkumných organizacích  

nebo o účast na předávání nobelovy ceny.  

14
15
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eUCYS was hosted in 2013 by the Academy of Sciences 

of the Czech Republic, in collaboration with the ministry  

of education, Youth and Sports. the contest for this  

25th anniversary year took place in Prague from  

20th to 25th September, in the left Wing of the historic  

industrial Palace at the Holešovice exhibition Grounds.  

this was the first time the contest had been held in the 

Czech Republic. the organisers for the 25th eUCYS were  

the department of Projects and Grants of the Centre  

for Administration and operations of the Academy  

of Sciences of the Czech Republic. in total, 124 contestants  

from 37 countries gathered at the contest venue in  

Holešovice. Having won their national competitions,  

the young scientists now came together to compete  

not only for valuable financial rewards, but also internship 

opportunities at international research institutions, and  

the chance to attend the nobel prize ceremony. 
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eUCYS 2013 odstartoval slavnostní Zahajovací ceremoniál 

na Křižíkově fontáně, kde unikátní světelnou, vodní a hudeb-

ní show doplnila umělecká skupina Pa-li-tchi, která efektně  

zobrazila souboj živlů ohně a vody. Podívanou, která byla  

vytvořena speciálně pro 25. ročník soutěže eUCYS, si nenechali  

ujít ani přední představitelé české politické scény. moderá-

tor marek eben na pódiu uvítal premiéra ČR Jiřího Rusnoka,  

předsedu Senátu PČR milana Štěcha, či zástupce mŠmt 

tomáše Hrudu. K mezinárodnímu publiku hovořil také 

předseda Akademie věd ČR prof. Jiří drahoš. Svým srdečným 

projevem si získal zájem mladého publika a sklidil nadšený 

aplaus. Velmi působivý byl rovněž závěrečný slavnostní nástup 

všech soutěžících. 
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eUCYS 2013 was officially launched at the opening  

Ceremony held at Křižík’s fountain, featuring a unique  

water, light and music show, complemented by 

performances from fire-artists Pa-li-tchi and four 

trampoline artists. the show’s moderator marek eben also 

welcomed a number of prestigious guests to the stage, 

including Prime minister Jiří Rusnok, President of the 

Senate of the Parliament milan Štěch, and representative 

of the ministry of education tomáš Hruda. Prof. Jiří drahoš, 

President of the Academy of Sciences (eUCYS 2013 Host 

organiser) gave a heartfelt speech about his beginnings 

in Chemistry with a Young Chemist’s Kit, capturing 

the interest of the international students and eliciting  

an enthusiastic round of applause. the event was rounded  

off with an impressive ceremonial parade of all the  

national teams, each bearing their country’s flag. 
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eUCYS 2013 přivítal v Praze mladé talentované vědce, 

výherce národních soutěží ve věku od 14 do 21 let, kteří  

se utkali v několikakolovém soutěžním klání.  Soutěž  

trvala pět dní a každému účastnickému týmu z dané země 

byl přidělen stánek ve výstavním areálu, v němž soutěžící 

představovali porotě a ostatním návštěvníkům výsledky své 

práce. odborná porota, složená z 18 vědeckých odborníků  

z celé evropy, hodnotila studentské vědecké projekty  

průběžně v několika soutěžních kolech. Ptala se soutěžících 

na jejich výzkum, jeho průběh, zjištění a závěry. The very best young scientists between the ages  

of 14 and 21, each one a winner of their nationwide 

competition, were welcomed to Prague to compete with  

one another at the prestigious european level. the 

contest lasted five days, during which each national team  

was allocated a display stand at the contest’s main  

venue, at which they were able to present their  

project both through poster displays and practical 

demonstrations, to the jury members and invited 

guests, and to thousands of interested visitors 

from the general public. the expert jury, composed  

of 18 leading scientists from across europe, judged  

the projects during five sessions spread over the central 

three days of the contest.
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Zásadní důraz při hodnocení byl kladen na originalitu  

a tvořivost, obratnost a důkladnost, logiku a jasnost při 

interpretaci výsledků, špičkovou prezentaci projektu,  

a to jak v písemné podobě, tak během ústních rozhovorů. 

Porotci také zohledňovali to, jak velkou podporu měl tým  

ze strany učitelů a jiných školitelů. V  soutěžním klání  

se utkalo 83 nejzajímavějších studentských vědeckých 

projektů v 9 soutěžních kategoriích: biologii, chemii, 

informatice, inženýrství, životním prostředí, matematice, 

medicíně, fyzice a společenských vědách.



each member of the jury visited project teams at their 

stand and interviewed them about their research methods 

and outcomes, taking careful account of their ability to talk 

about their ideas and present their working, both in written 

form and during interview, as well as judging the scientific 

originality and significance of each project. the judges 

also took into account how much support each project had  

received from external experts and sources. in total 83 

projects were judged, which came under nine broad  

scientific categories: Biology, Chemistry, Computing, 

engineering, environmental Sciences, mathematics, 

medicine, Physics and Social Sciences. 
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Soutěž eUCYS 2013 byla zpřístupněna veřejnosti  

a kromě hlavní soutěžní zóny mohli zájemci navštívit 

i zónu pro veřejnost, v  níž prezentovali své služby 

zástupci následujích institucí: Akademie věd ČR,  

evropská komise, Hvězdárna a planetárium Johanna  

Palisy, iQPark, Přírodovědecká fakulta Univerzity Karlovy 

v  Praze a Přírodovědci.cz, ReCetoX, techmania Science 

Center, Vysoká škola chemicko-technologická v  Praze,  

Science: it`s a girl thing!, PRACe (Partnerství pro 

superpočítání v  evropě), intel, České vysoké učení  

technické v  Praze a lego mindstorms, eiRoforum  

a KiiCS (Knowlege incubation in innovation and Creation  

for Science). 
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The 2013 edition of the Contest was open to the public  

for the vast majority of the time, and in addition to the  

students’ projects, visitors were able to explore  

the Public Zone, in which numerous scientific research 

and educational organisations from the Czech Republic 

and further afield, presented interactive exhibits 

demonstrating their research and activities. the exhibitors 

included: the Academy of Sciences; the european 

Commission; Planetarium ostrava; iQpark, the Faculty  

of Science, Charles University in Prague and přírodovědci.

cz; ReCetoX; techmania Science Center; the institute 

of Chemical technology, Prague; Science: it’s a girl 

thing!; PRACe (Partnership for Advanced Computing  

in europe); intel; Czech technical University in Prague 

and lego mindstorms; eiRoforum and KiiCS (Knowlege  

incubation in innovation and Creation for Science).
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Thanks to the organisers’ media campaign “Věda jede!” 

(“Science is moving!”), public awareness of the Contest 

was greater than ever this year, and between 21st and 

23rd September, over 3000 members of the public came  

to explore the exhibition in Holešovice, where they were 

able to participate in a wide variety of scientific activities, 

including tangrams, an electromagnetic gun, a Crookes 

radiometer, lego robots, experiments with liquid nitrogen, 

and culinary experiences at a molecular bar. Visitors had 

the chance to become an ecotoxicologist or ecological 

chemist for a few minutes, and to try their hand at simple 

tasks, such as identifying clean or contaminated water  

or testing air pollution, as well as having a go at fun  

science quizzes and many other activities. 

Díky velké mediální kampani Věda jede!, která doprová-

zela celou soutěž, se o soutěži dozvěděla široká veřejnost  

a v době od 21. do 23. září 2013 navštívilo Výstaviště  

v Holešovicích více než 3000 návštěvníků. návštěvníci  

zhlédli rozmanité vědecké a interaktivní exponáty, mezi 

kterými nechybělo nafukovací planetárium, tangramy, 

elektromagnetické dělo, Crookesův mlýnek, roboti z lega, 

experimenty s tekutým dusíkem či kulinářské zážitky 

molekulárního baru. Každý se mohl na chvíli stát vědcem 

ekotoxikologem či analytickým chemikem životního 

prostředí. Řešily se jednoduché úkoly, jako je rozeznání 

kontaminované vody od čisté, hádalo se znečištění vnitřního 

prostředí či vyplňoval zábavný vědecký kvíz a mnoho dalších. 
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SlAVnoStnÍ PŘedÁVÁnÍ Cen
/ AWARd CeRemonY
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Slavnostní předávání cen vítězům se uskutečnilo 

v  historických prostorách Betlémské kaple v  Praze  

na Starém městě. Provázel jím moderátor marek eben,  

který na pódiu uvítal kromě vítězů Patriciu Reilly, členku 

kabinetu evropské komisařky pro výzkum, inovace  

a vědu, Alenu Gajdůškovou, 1. místopředsedkyni Senátu 

Parlamentu České republiky, dalibora Štyse, ministra 

školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy  ČR, Jiřího drahoše, předsedu 

Akademie věd ČR, oldřicha lomeckého, starostu Prahy 1, 

Henrika Aronssona, předsedu poroty a zástupce organizací:  

JRC, euChemS, eiRoforum, ePo, intel, the london  

international Youth Science Forum and the Stockholm 

international Youth Science Seminar. Ceremoniál zahájilo  

duo décalages gymnastickým vystoupením na visutých 

šálech. Hudební a pěvecký doprovod v průběhu ceremoniálu 

poskytl český pěvecký sbor Boni Pueri v  doprovodu  

orchestru musica Florea. V  závěru Kateřina Sobotková 

(hlavní manažerka eUCYS 2013) spolu s  Karen Slavin 

(zástupkyně evropské komise) předaly oficiální vlajku 

eUCYS polskému národnímu organizátorovi Janu madey 

(organizátor eUCYS 2014).
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The prize giving ceremony for eUCYS 2013 was held  

in the historic Bethlehem Chapel, in Prague’s old  

town. the ceremony was led by moderator marek eben,  

and in attendance to hand over the prizes were Patricia  

Reilly (european Commission), Henrik Aronsson (President  

of the eUCYS 2013 Jury), Alena Gajdůšková (1st Vice  

President of the Senate of the Czech Parliament), dalibor  

Štys (minister for education, Youth and Sports), Jiří drahoš 

(President of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech  

Republic), oldřich lomecký (mayor of Prague 1), and 

representatives of prize-donor organisations JRC, euChemS,  

eiRoforum, ePo, intel, the london international Youth 

Science Forum and the Stockholm international Youth  

Science Seminar. entertainment during the ceremony was 

provided by boys’ choir Boni Pueri, instrumental ensemble 

musica Florea, and gymnastic artists duo decalages,  

as well as via video projections onto the wall of the chapel. 

the ceremony closed with the passing of the eUCYS 

flag from Kateřina Sobotková (Chief manager of eUCYS 

2013) and Karen Slavin (representative of the european 

Commission) to Polish national organiser and Host  

organiser of eUCYS 2014, Jan madey. 





doPRoVodnÝ PRoGRAm
/ ACComPAnYinG PRoGRAmme



Studenty však v průběhu celé soutěže nečekalo pouze 

náročné hodnocení odborné poroty, svůj volný čas mezi 

hodnocením si mohli užít např. ve své volnočasové zóně, 

kde na ně čekaly deskové hry, interaktivní X-boxy nebo „zeď 

slávy“ plná jejich fotografií. Připraveno pro ně bylo také 

několik zajímavých populárně naučných přednášek. Úspěch 

sklidila přednáška Jeremy Philpotta z evropské patentové 

kanceláře. Studenty svým výkladem a zajímavými pokusy 

zaujal také známý český popularizátor chemie dr. michael 

londesborough. 
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Judging sessions did not, of course, take up the whole 

of the students‘ programme during the contest. While  

in Prague, they also had the opportunity to visit the Free 

Zone, a relaxation area for those free moments during  

the busy schedule, where they found board games, 

interactive X-Box games and the “wall of fame”  

photographic challenge. Also on the timetable were 

a number of lectures from international experts,  

on a variety of scientific topics. Jeremy Philpott 

from the european Patent office caught the 

young students’ attention with his lecture  

about the importance of having their ideas patented, 

while dr michael londesborough, a well-known Czech 

chemist, wowed the contestants with his hands-on 

approach to the world. 
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Profesor mark mcCaughrean, vedoucí oddělení pro vý-

zkum a vědeckou podporu evropské vesmírné agentury 

(eSA), předseda eiRoforum, prezentoval nejnovější výsledky  

výzkumu eSA a eiRoforum, včetně pohledů z  teleskopu  

Planck a objevu Higgsova bosonu na Velkém hadronovém 

urychlovači. Ben medlock, ředitel společnosti SwiftKey,  

přednášel účastníkům o inovačních SwiftKey mobilních  

technologiích. mimo to byla pro soutěžící studenty připrave-

na prohlídka večerní Prahy či návštěva Valdštejnského palá-

ce, kde na pozvání Senátu PČR všichni společně povečeřeli.  

mladí vědci se rozloučili s Prahou působivou laserovou  

show a párty na závěrečném večírku v klubu SaSaZu. 
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The head of the research and scientific support 

department at the european Space Agency, Prof. mark 

mcCaughrean, visited eUCYS to present some of the latest 

advances in space science and astrophysics, including the 

Planck telescope and the discovery of the Higgs Boson,  

while dr Ben medlock, Cto of mobile technology start-up 

SwiftKey gave an inspiring talk about how the firm came  

to be and what makes it innovative. the students were also 

given the chance to meet past winners of the contest, and  

to ask them questions about the way that eUCYS had 

impacted on their further careers. outside the contest 

venue, they were taken on a walking tour of Prague’s historic 

city centre and also had the chance to attend a formal dinner 

reception at the Wallenstein Palace, hosted by the Senate of 

the Parliament. the young scientists rounded off the week 

with an impressive laser show and party at the SaSaZu club. 
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eUCYS 2013 WinneRS
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FirST PriZeS

FirST PriZe
Country: united Kingdom

Contestant: Frederick Turner

Scientific Field: engineering

Project title: Genetics at home: building a Pcr machine 
and other equipment for setting up a home genetics lab

Quotation from the Jury

in this project the contestant designed and built a low 

cost PCR machine. this device is one of the cornerstones  

of molecular biology; it allows specific regions of dnA  

to be amplified facilitating analysis. in designing  

the biotechnology device the contestant solved several 

significant electrical and mechanical engineering  

problems. in particular he found an excellent solution  

to the problem of cycling the temperature of the samples 

rapidly and accurately. the device costs a small fraction  

of the price of professional machine. He proved the efficacy 

of his process by testing his family members for the red 

hair gene.

Abstract

the aim of this project was to build the equipment required 

to carry out some basic genetic tests at home  for as little 

cost as possible. i designed and built a fully working PCR 

machine which copies specific regions of dnA many times  

as well as several other pieces of lab equipment which  

can be used to test for SnPs or mutations in genes.
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FirST PriZe 
Country: ireland

Contestants: ciara Judge,  
emer hickey, Sophie healy-Thow

Scientific Field: biology

Project title: A statistical investigation of the effects  
of diazotroph bacteria on plant germination

Quotation from the Jury 

Rhizobium bacteria establish natural symbiotic relations 

with legume plants, fixing nitrogen. in this project, three very  

young scientists provide solid scientific proof that the addition  

of Rhizobium bacteria to seeds of non-legume plants  

significantly accelerates the rate of germination hence 

potentially increasing yields of valuable crops. most of the 

experiments were performed at home, and incubators, 

agitators and a transfer chamber were ingeniously designed  

by these enthusiastic girls.

Abstract

diazotroph bacteria are well known to have a symbiotic 

relationship with the legume plant family whereby the  

bacteria thrive while providing energy to the plant itself 

via the nitrogen fixation process. the project outlines  

an extensive experimental program to assess the impact  

of such bacteria on non legume crop species.  the results  

show that two types of the rhizobium family of diazotroph 

bacteria produce a statistically significant acceleration  

(increase of 17% for Rhizobium leguminosarum  and 28% 

for Rhizobium japonicum; p<001) in the rate of barley crop 

germination.  the results are based on an analysis of the 

performance of over 5,290 seed samples in 105 experimental 

runs over a 6 month period. in barley field trials, Rhizobium 

japonicum  bacteria inoculated at 6x106cfu/ seed also 

increased growth rates and gave a 13.2% (p=0.0328) dry mass 

yield improvement.  the studies have significant potential 

for improving the productivity of valuable food crops by  

increasing yields, reducing fertiliser use, and by reducing  

losses due to disease and weather. opportunities to 

commercially scale up bacterial treatment of seeds 

treatment are being investigated. investigations continue 

into the application of diazotroph bacteria in the germination  

phase of the malting process in brewing.
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FirST PriZe 

Country: Finland

Contestant: Perttu Pölönen

Scientific Field: Social sciences

Project title: Music A’ clock

Quotation from the Jury

this brilliant project demonstrates a deep understanding  

of music theory, and manages to translate that into  

a sophisticated low-tech device for teaching music 

intuitively. the versatility of the tool that Perttu developed 

is impressive, allowing, as it does, use in musical pedagogy 

for several instruments -- with more to come. Beside the 

technical expertise, the jury was also impressed by Perttu’s  

enthusiasm and engagement in developing the musical clock.

Abstract

music A’Clock is a musical innovation and a tool to studying 

music theory. it is a device and teaching method that looks 

like a round clock face with twelve keys on it. With pointers 

and stencils the student can learn names and use of notes, 

chords, intervals, scales and grades visually instead of having 

to memorize them. music A’Clock revolutionizes the traditional 

approach to teaching music theory, because it is a sensible, 

logical and above all a visual tool to perceive music theory, 

which is often considered complicated and difficult. this  

is due to the fact that in the current system theoretical concepts 

are taught to too young children without connection to their 

playing skills and developmental stage. music A’Clock fills this 

pedagogical gap, prevents students from frustration, helps  

to motivate and maintain interest – with visuality, practicality  

and playability. A’Clock enables the student to concentrate  

on music and musicality during the learning process. Patent 

for music A‘ Clock is pending (Jan 2013) and marketing 

research is currently in process. music A’Clock includes various 

applications. there are Piano A’Clock, Rhythm A’Clock, Guitar 

A’Clock and Xylo A’Clock.
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SeconD PriZeS is affected by cancer). in order to realise a minimally  

invasive operation for all parts of the large bowel it was 

necessary to miniaturize the circular stapler and execute 

all movements and actions in an electromechanical way.  

Remote control and the small dimension allow the  

surgeon to move ARt through the whole large bowel.

SeconD PriZe 
Country: Germany

Contestant: lennart Kleinwort

Scientific Field: computing

Project title: FreeGeo – the world’s first  
dynamic Android mathematics system app

SeconD PriZe
Country: Austria

Contestants: Thomas Steinlechner, Dominik Kovacs, 
Yuki Trippel

Scientific Field: engineering

Project title: Anastomose robot Tool - ArT

Abstract

Anastomosis Robot tool (ARt) is an advancement of the 

surgical instrument “circular stapler”. it may be used  

in surgery to reconnect two ends of bowel after a bowel  

resection (i.e. cutting out a segment of large bowel that  
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Abstract

Smartphones and tablet computers enjoy immense popularity. 

they are not only practical due to portability, but their  

touch-sensitive screens also make them convenient and 

intuitive to operate. lennart Kleinwort has taken advantage  

of these features for his project: He has written a software 

program that makes it possible to draw and modify geometric 

figures on smartphones and tablets. the program enables 

the user to move, rotate or enlarge circles simply by swiping  

multiple fingers across the screen simultaneously.  

in addition, users can draw geometric objects on the screen  

in free-hand mode, which the computer then adds to  

an existing figure automatically.

Abstract

“islamic artists were 500 years ahead of Western scientists” 

–headlines like this one appeared all over the world when  

an acclaimed Science paper investigated islamic mosaics  

in 2007. these so-called girih patterns were suggested  

to have been conceived as tilings, the jigsaw-like geometrical 

concept of putting shapes together to cover the plane.  

the Science authors argued that some of these islamic  

tilings have a quasi-periodic structure – whereas in the  

Western world, such complex structures were not invented  

until the 1970s. However, my analysis of the Science  

patterns and six additional mosaics from iran suggests that 

this sensational claim should be revised: the Science proof  

of the quasiperiodicity is not convincing. in addition, the  

mosaics were not constructed in the 15th but rather in 

the 18th or 19th century. my discovery of Ammann bars –  

a feature of quasi-periodic tilings – in girih patterns might  

serve as an alternative proof of their quasi-periodicity.

SeconD PriZe 
Country: Switzerland

Contestant:  
Jasmin Allenspach

Scientific Field:  
Mathematics

Project title: 

lSllSlSllSllSlS  
– Modern Mathematics  
in islamic Mosaics
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ThirD PriZeS audio sentences. this intuitive communication tool has 

three levels. level one was designed specifically for hospital  

patients. level two facilitates negotiating, asking questions 

and making specifications (quantity, quality, etc.). At level 

three the user can type anything not facilitated at the first two 

levels and save useful phrases that are particular to that user. 

With PictoVerb one can easily make emergency calls without 

any knowledge of one’s location or the local language.

ThirD PriZe
Country: hungary

Contestant: balázs Zsombori

Scientific Field: computing

Project title: Pictoverb – Giving everyone a voice

Abstract

PictoVerb is currently a bilingual (Hungarian-english) Android 

application that breaks down the walls of communication 

separating the mentally disabled, vocally impaired, hard  

of hearing and foreign language speakers. the system uses 

universally recognizable symbols to produce fully correct  

ThirD PriZe 
Country: Germany

Contestant: Daniel Pflueger

Scientific Field: Physics

Project title: Measuring water waves
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Abstract

these slow-motion photographs never cease to amaze:  

A drop falls onto the surface of the water, which is smooth 

as glass. While part of the drop disappears into the  

water, the rest bounces out again. invisible to the human 

eye, this spectacle repeats itself many times within  

fractions of a second. Usually, high-speed cameras  

are used to make this process visible. However, such  

cameras are expensive - which is why daniel Pflueger 

thought of a more cost-effective method. His method  

does not photograph the drop hitting the water 

directly, but analyses the water waves generated  

in the process. By precisely measuring the height of 

the waves using a laser and digital camera, daniel 

Pflueger was able to provide an initial approach  

to measuring the complex water play when the drop hits 

the water.

ThirD PriZe 
Country: belarus

Contestants: Maksim bezrukov, Aliaksandr Stadolnik

Scientific Field: Mathematics

Project title: Percolation games on cayley graphs of groups

Abstract 

Consider the following deterministic game (a percola-

tion game) suggested by the mathematician itai Benjamini  

in 2002.  two species compete on a graph:  the red and the  

blue.  Start with one red vertex and one blue vertex.  each sec-

ond the blue colour blue all its neighbours which are not yet  

coloured.  the red is lazy and grow only at even times.   if both 

species aim at the same vertex, it becomes blue.  A ques-

tion arises:  will the blue surround the red after some finite  

time?  if the red will be able to grow infinitely many times,  

we say that  the blue lose, otherwise the blue win. in our  

work, we investigate the game on Cayley graphs of finitely 

generated abelian groups and Cayley graphs of the integer 

Heisenberg group.
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inTernATionAl cooPerATion PriZe
Country: canada

Contestant: Jessie MacAlpine

Scientific Field: Medicine

Project title: Mustard oil as an 
Apicomplexan-targeting Drug 
Therapy for Plasmodium falci-
parum

Quotation from the Jury

the international Cooperation Prize goes this year to Jessie  

macAlpine. Jessie comes from Canada and she is trying to find  

a way how to cure malaria – disease killing millions of peo-

ple every year. Jessie has found that mustard oil – widely used  

for cooking – inhibits the growth of the parasite called Plasmo-

dium – the cause of malaria. it might be that in the near future the 

systematic work of Jessie on the inexpensive and widely acces-

sible treatment will save lives and prevent suffering of millions.

Abstract

Half of the global population is susceptible to malarial  

infection, with over one million annual deaths occurring  

as a result of the disease. Plasmodium, the causative agent  

of malaria, contains a vital plastid-organelle homologous   

to the chloroplasts of plants, known as the apicoplast. it was  

determined in previous studies that allyl isothiocyanate (AitC) is 

able to inhibit plant growth in a variety of species through effects  

on photosynthetic function. the purpose of this experiment 

was thus to examine the antimalarial properties of mustard oil,  

a natural form of AitC used as cooking oil in developing countries.  

A one-step fluorescence assay used for antimalarial drug 

screening was employed throughout the experiment; resulting 

in the discovery that a 2μg/ml solution of pure mustard oil is able  

to significantly reduce Plasmodium falciparum infection in 

huaman red blood cells. Results of an mtt assay and light mi-

croscopy indicate that mustard oil exhibits equivalent mamma-

lian toxicity to the common antimalarial drug doxycycline. AitC  

is currently sold as an antibiotic, where clinical studies indi-

cate that oral administration results in 90% absorption and 

rapid urinary drug recovery. With no organic solvent necessary, 

pure mustard oil (purchased from a local grocery) inhibits over 

94% of parasite growth. thus, the necessary dose of 10mg has  

potential to be taken orally, a treatment costing one million times 

less than the next leading antimalarial. mustard oil production 

already occurs in malaria-endemic regions such as Brazil and 

india, making this cooking oil an inexpensive, accessible and  

effective alternative to current treatments.



honorArY AWArDS
STocKholM inTernATionAl  
YouTh Science SeMinAr
Country: Finland

Contestant: Perttu Pölönen

Scientific Field: Social Sciences

Project title: Music A’ clock

Country: united Kingdom

Contestant: Frederick Turner

Scientific Field: engineering

Project title: Genetics at home: building 
a Pcr machine and other equipment  
for setting up a home genetics lab

lonDon inTernATionAl  
YouTh Science ForuM
Country: ireland

Contestants: ciara Judge, emer hickey, Sophie healy-Thow

Scientific Field: biology

Project title: A statistical investigation of the effects 
of diazotroph bacteria on plant germination

SPeciAl DonATeD 
PriZeS
The euroPeAn PATenT oFFice  
PriZe For oriGinAliTY
Country: Denmark

Contestant: emilia Wódzka

Scientific Field: engineering

Project title: Quantification of the effect of contamination 
in lithium-air batteries

Country: luxembourg

Contestants: Joé hoffmann, ben Weber,  Patrick lux

Scientific Field: engineering

Project title: Development of an anthropomorphic robot hand

Country: Portugal

Contestants: Soraia Gaspar,  Jessica Santos,  
Jéssica Marques

Scientific Field: Medicine

Project title: SmartKiT
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eiroForuM PriZeS

cern: The euroPeAn orGAniZATion
For nucleAr reSeArch

Country: Poland

Contestants: Michał Gumiela, rafał Kozik

Scientific Field: Physics

Project title: Studies of the applicability of cMoS and 
ccD sensors for detection, dosimetry and mapping of 
alpha, beta, gamma, X-ray and proton beams

eSA: The euroPeAn SPAce AGencY

Country: Denmark

Contestant: Alexander Mørch

Scientific Field: chemistry

Project title: Astrobiology: to what extent can life-sup-
porting amino acids form on cosmic dust?

eMbl: The euroPeAn MoleculAr bioloGY  
lAborATorY

Country: Poland

Contestant: Arkadiusz Jankiewicz

Scientific Field: biology

Project title: honey bee’s (Apis mellifera l.) foraging 
range based on panlynological analisis of the composi-
tion of its pollen loads

eSo: The euroPeAn SouThern obServATorY

Country: Denmark

Contestant: Martin Sørensen

Scientific Field: Physics

Project title: The Astronomical  
unit and the venus passage

ill: The inSTiTuT lAue-lAnGevin

Country: hungary

Contestant: Donát hegyesi

Scientific Field: engineering

Project title: Poker robot

euroPeAn X-rAY Free-elecTron lASer FAciliTY GMbh

Country: norway

Contestant: Maria Zakharova

Scientific Field: Physics

Project title: Factors That Affect the Accuracy of 3-Dimension-
al Acoustic locating for Sound emitting objects.

eSrF: The euroPeAn SYnchroTron rADiATion FAciliTY

Country: Germany

Contestant: Michael laue

Scientific Field: chemistry

Project title: Preparation of electrically conductive carbon 
layers by chemical converting Graphene oxide



The JoinT reSeArch  cenTre PriZeS
Country: Austria

Contestants: lorenz leutgeb, Moritz Wanzenböck

Scientific Field: computing

Project title: variable neighborhood Search for the 
Partition Graph coloring Problem

Country: France

Contestants: Adrielle rakotomalala, Aymeric Jacquin, 
benjamin lazard

Scientific Field: engineering

Project title: The chameleon robot

Country: lithuania

Contestant: edvinas Misiukevičius

Scientific Field: biology

Project title: Daylily (hemerocallis l.).  
A new Method of breeding and cultivation

eucheMS SPeciAl DonATeD PriZe
Country: estonia

Contestant: Mari liis Pedak

Scientific Field: environment

Project title: Analysis of the aquatic humic substances in 
lake harku using high pressure liquid chromatography

2014 inTel iSeF PriZeS
Country: Slovakia

Contestant: emília Petríková

Scientific Field: Medicine

Project title: Aspirin and salicylic acid in the combination 
with inhibition of Pi3K promote cell death in malignant 
melanoma

Country: Poland

Contestant: Aleksander horawa

Scientific Field: Mathematics

Project title: invariants of Finite Metric Spaces

Country: european Schools

Contestant: Alexander Thanos

Scientific Field: engineering

Project title: Submergible energy Apparatus – linearly 
extending Generator
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MiniSTrY oF eDucATion,  
YouTh AnD SPorTS PriZe For TAlenT
Country: uSA

Contestant: Zeyu liu

Scientific Field: engineering

Project title: A novel Modular repulsive Type hybrid 
Magnetic bearing for FeS Systems

 
MAYor oF PrAGue 1 PriZe For innovATion
Country: new Zealand

Contestant: hannah ng

Scientific Field: Medicine

Project title: locuS oF The FocuS
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hoST SPeciAl 
DonATeD PriZeS
 

PreSiDenT oF The SenATe’S PriZe
Country: estonia

Contestant: Martin Talvik

Scientific Field: Social sciences

Project title: estonian high School Students’ Attitude 
Towards Global Problems and change  
of Perception between 1991 and 2012
 
 
PreSiDenT oF The AcADeMY  
oF ScienceS’ PriZe
Country: estonia

Contestant: Kristiin resik

Scientific Field: chemistry

Project title: Polymer coating Polye-323  
for capillary electrophoresis of compound lipids
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KATeřinA SoboTKová PeTr borovSKý AnnA bArTon MichAelA bášTĚcKá

MArTinA Dulová hAnA hušKová

vlADiSlAvA náDeníČKová MoniKA PeTrŽílKová PeTr šTĚPánovSKý JAnA vYleŽichová

MichAelA ŽAluDová

MArKÉTA DoleŽAlováZuZAnA Dobešová

verA Fehnle
(euroPeAn coMMiSSion)

KAren SlAvin
(euroPeAn coMMiSSion)

nAThAlie PerAulT
(euroPeAn coMMiSSion)
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